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I have written about living with cats and how I resolved issues and what I have learnt, I am not a vet or qualified
in this area, and always state that if you have any concerns always consult your vet. 

My intentions were not to have any animals it just happened, however I must say the love and joy they bring,
they do fill your heart with joy.

I realised very quickly that I did not own a cat, I was owned by them and without me knowing it they controlled
me and ruled the house, the car, the garden, I paid the bills and provided the necessaries.

The cats in this book  have told their story.

What you need to know about your cat.

Aging in Cats:   As cats age like us humans they can lose their recognition or behaviour habits, such as the
following cognitive dysfunction behaviours: Weeing and Peeing outside the litter box, not recognising familiar
pets and people, confusion and spatial disorientation, gets lost in familiar locations, stares into space, wanders
about aimlessly and gets stuck, less interested in herself, does not interact, grooms oneself and eats less, can
seem restless or agitated, vocalizes more. No real sleeping patterns, meows more at night and sleeps during
the day.
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Aids: Research has pointed to a plant in North America which is helping animals and people alike, the cactus
plant is catclaw this can be purchased in powder, tablet form.

This can be used to boost immune system and fight infection. The here is not only antiviral it also has anti-
inflammatory, antimutagenic and antioxidant properties.

Can help with eliminating free radicals that cause cellular damage.

Major health issues like tumours, rheumatism, gastric ulcers cancer, aids, leukaemia, arthritis symptoms and is
scientifically proven ability to repair DNA (2)

Antiseptics: Cat owners often assume that anything that is safe to use on humans is okay for cats too, but this is
not the case. Cats lack the necessary liver enzymes to break down many products which are safe to use in
humans. As well as that, people don’t lick the product off their skin the way cats do during grooming.

Common products which are NOT safe to use on cats include:    Phenols, hydrogen peroxide, tea tree
oil and alcohol. Detailed below is why they should not be used on cats.

 Toxicity by ingestion of an antiseptic on the coat.

 Ulcers and burns to the tongue when licking antiseptics.

 Damage to the tissue.

 Embolism (hydrogen peroxide).

So, what are the safe options?

 

·         Products containing either chlorhexidine diacetate or iodine are safe to use on cats.

·         Chlorhexidine brand names Peridex, Hlorhesi Derm Avaguard, comes in 1% or 2% should be diluted at a
ratio of 2 tablespoons per 1 gallon of water, or pale blue in colour.

·         Iodine (Betadine) should be diluted to the colour of weak tea

·         Saltwater Add 1 tablespoon to 250ml water.

Bee Sting: Remove sting immediately not by fingers or tweezers, this could realise more poison by the venom
sac may rupture further exposing your pet to more venom, remove with a credit card to scrap it out.
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In most cases, there will be mild swelling and tenderness where the dog or cat was stung, usually on the face or
paws, if it is swollen and a little puffy, it is a localized reaction to the sting.”

To stop the venom from spreading, try to remove the stinger as quickly as possible.

Monitor you pet Benadryl (diphenhydramine), an over-the-counter antihistamine. Your vet needs to instruct
you on the correct dosage, based on your pet's weight. You also need to make sure that the product
contains only diphenhydramine

Reduce the swelling with a cold compress a cold funnel under the tap can do the job by wrapping around the
site of the sting.

What happens if the cat is allergic: If the gums become pale and the cat starts vomiting within 5 to 10 minutes
they you know they are going into anaphylactic shock this could be fatal will need veterinary treatment.

Look out for the following:

 Rapid or laboured breathing

 Facial swelling

 Pale gums or mucous membranes

 Vomiting (especially within the �rst 5-10 minutes after the sting) or

diarrhoea

 Weak or rapid heartbeat

 Collapse

Apply a paste of baking soda and water to the site of the sting.  Mix three parts baking soda (sodium
bicarbonate) and one-part water. Apply this mixture to the sting once every two hours until the swelling
diminishes.

 Do not treat the sting with baking soda unless you are certain that your cat

was stung by a bee (rather than a wasp). For wasp stings, apply apple cider

vinegar to the sting instead or pure aloe gel.

 Take care not to get baking soda or vinegar in your cat’s eyes.

Cat Cold and Flu: Like human’s cats can get colds and flu, very important that with young kittens they are
vaccinated.
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If you notice sneezing, running nose, warm salty water can help, this acts as an disinfectant clearing the throat
and nose, do this often.

Feline infectious enteritis

 What is it, and how is spread? Feline infectious enteritis - also known as ‘parvovirus in cats’ - is a serious virus
that attacks the lining of the intestines. It is easily passed from cat-to-cat.  The disease is spread though contact
with infected urine and faeces but can remain in the environment for some time. Pregnant cats can also pass it
on to their unborn kittens.   Feline infectious enteritis is widespread throughout the UK. Symptoms of feline
enteritis The virus attacks the cat’s immune system, leaving them unable to fight infection. Symptoms can
include:

 Fever

 Vomiting

 Severe and Bloody Diarrhoea

 Lack of Appetite

 Unusual tiredness or lack of energy

 Seizures.

Feline Chlamydophilosis

What is feline chlamydophilosis and how is spread? Feline Chlamydophilosis - also known as ‘feline chlamydia’
– is caused by a type of bacteria. It attacks the lungs, stomach and intestines, and reproductive system. Feline
chlamydia is passed on through direct contact with infected cats and is common in the UK.    Feline chlamydia
only affects cats and can’t be passed on to humans. Symptoms of feline chlamydia Symptoms can include:

 Sneezing

 Runny eyes and nose

 Conjunctivitis 

 Breathing dif�culties

 Mild fever

 Unusual tiredness and lack of energy. 

It can affect cats of all ages, but young kittens are especially vulnerable.  How is feline chlamydia treated? Cats
will need to take antibiotics to fight the infection. They’ll need to take these for 3-4 weeks to make sure all the
bacteria have been killed. Eye drops, or ointments may also be given.  If there is more than one cat in the same
house, all the cats will need to be treated. Untreated cats might recover by themselves, but they will be
contagious for several months so could pass the illness on to other cats. Preventing feline chlamydia
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 Vaccination is the best way to prevent feline chlamydia. 

 Kittens should get their shots at an early age and should be kept away from

unvaccinated cats until they are fully protected – about 2 weeks after their

second round of injections. 

 Your cat will need boosters throughout their life to stay protected – your

vet can give you more information about boosters. 

 It’s important to keep your cat up-to-date with their vaccinations if they

regularly mix with other cats or if you have more than one cat in your

house. 

Cats Eyes:

Cats have better peripheral vision and night vision and are more sensitive to light than humans. Cats' eyes are
placed on the front of their head, resulting in a larger area of binocular vision. This allows for more accurate
depth perception and coordination of body movements with visual events compared to humans. Cats field of
view is wider by 200 degrees compared to 180-degree view to us and has a wider peripheral vision.

Cats have six to eight times more rod cells than humans, which help them see better in low light. They cannot
see in total darkness but require one-sixth the amount of light as that of a human to see. Also, cat’s eyes have
more of an elliptical eye shape and larger corneas and tapetum which is a layer of tissue known as reflective
cells that may reflect light back to the retina helping gather light which means they can see prey or other
objects in the night sky more prominently than us. They also have larger pupils they can dilate to three times
more than humans.   They do not see colour as predominately as humans.   Cats have a visual acuity between
20/100 and 20/200, meaning they are near sighted.

Cats Teeth:

Why do cats grind their teeth? Build-up of plaque and tartar can cause decay and gum disease, their teeth carry
bacteria and a bite can be dangerous.

Human products are not suitable, always use a toothpaste designed for cats and dogs, if you clean their teeth
every couple of weeks they will get used to it. I find a long toothbrush is best one designed for pets.

If your cat will not let you clean their teeth, then buy dental easy treat designed for cleaning teeth or foam
tooth paste for those older cats.

Keeping the hygiene of your cat is as important to you as your pet, avoiding tooth extraction and gum problems
that could be easily avoided.
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Colds and Flues:  Cats get colds and flues like ourselves and can be contagious giving to other cats, the cat needs
to be isolated from the others.

Common Symptoms

 Coughing.

 Sneezing.

 Lethargy.

 Lack of appetite.

 Runny eyes.

 Runny nose.

 Fever.

 Laboured breathing

Warm salty water acts as an antiseptic clears the throat and nose, keep their food and drink bowls clean and
their bedding, if a cat stops eating and drinking it could hydrate and be very fatal.

With unvaccinated cat’s flue can very dangerous to kittens.

Cyst

Most cyst are not cancerous, and they can keep coming back especially in older cats get a bowl of warm water
and tissue and press on cyst the cyst will come out more before going.

Disinfectants:

Disinfectants  can be  harmful to cats  and so should be used sensibly. Many household  disinfectants, such as
antibacterial sprays and some patio cleaners, contain a compound called benzalkonium chloride which is a
cationic detergent which can be affect the cats mouth may be painful and cats can stop eating.   Always use
antiseptic for pets for cleaning designed for kennels and keep your cat safe.

Kennel antiseptic is concentrated so a large container which has a lovely fruity smell will last for ages and you
will save a fortune on antiseptic I have found one bottle has lasted me well over a year with sixteen cats.

Dominant Behaviour:   Dominant behaviour such as threatening other cats, swiping, pouncing on, growling,
hissing acting out in a way of a bully, needs to be handled.  They may steal other cat’s food and stop the others
playing.  This needs to be dealt with have a water sprayer for the offender, have separate feeding bowls and if
need be separate them into other areas of the home while they settle down. Do not favour a pet always give
attention to all the cats, they have feelings and want to be long.
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Feral Cats: Cats that become homeless usually do not live to a good old age, from the cold of winter going into
their paws they develop heart disease, leukaemia, bladder problems, ear infections, etc.

Contagious diseases such as rhino tracheitis, feline Aids, rabies are common.

During chilly winter months cats suffer from cruel people leaving bait or find themselves under warm cars with
oil coating their fur and skin causing further misery.

Cats will suffer mental and health problems, they can have abscess on the kidneys etc from poor diet and die a
slow and painful death.   These cats struggle to survive they will eat what they can, from bread, scraps small
animals. Their life is nothing more than loneliness and misery and pain.

Heart Problems in cats- Know the signs:

Symptoms and Types

 Loss of appetite (anorexia)

 Lethargy.

 Weak pulse.

 Dif�culty breathing.

 Short, rough, snapping breathing sounds (crackles)

 Abnormal heart sounds (i.e., muf�ed, galloping rhythm, murmurs)

 Inability to tolerate exercise or exertion.

Heart disease in cats presents itself the same way as in dogs only a few exceptions, vomiting, difficulty
breathing, thromboembolisms and depressed, poor appetite and weight loss or gain, swollen abdomen.

Fleas:

Fleas commonly prefer to feed on hairy animals such as  dogs, cats, rabbits, squirrels, rats, mice and other
domesticated or wild animals. Fleas do not have wings, they can jump long distances.

Their eggs will be hatch in the ground, in rugs, carpet, bedding, upholstery or cracks in the floor most will hatch
within two days they depend on blood meal from a host to survive, they will jump onto other pets or people if
the host disappears.

How to identify and Manage Flea problems: Is usually easy to locate adult fleas, they can jump around, the pet
scratching a lot, little black dots, loss of fur or scabs.
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Always keep bedding clean, change flea treatment often and use an excellent quality flea treatment for most
months, also spray the house often so any laver that hatch is killed and do all pets. Keep your cat clean.  2 parts
cider vinegar with one part water in a spray bottle will not kill the fleas the fleas will drop off cat.

Green Tea: 

Green tea is a drink made from the dried leaves of the Asian plant Camellia sinensis.

The tea is drunk widely in Asia, it is led to believe that green tea is good for cancer since Asia has less cancer
than anywhere else.

 There is no tangible evidence that green tea can help with cancer.

A green tea bag with a cat with cancer could help

 Boost their immune system which might help them �ght their cancer

 Improve health, energy levels and well being

 Get rid of toxins in the body

 Give them some control over their cancer and its treatment

 Treat their cancer if no other conventional treatment can

More recently, black tea has also been promoted as an anti-cancer agent. Black tea comes from the same plant
as green tea. But black tea is made from the fermented leaves of the plant.

Heart Problem

Signs of heart problems if a cat is vomiting a lot, fatigue losses weight or gain weight quickly these can be signs
the fur not looking well kept. Taurine and Carnitine tablets are good for heart conditions.

Re homing a cat

Strongly advise against advertising pets as being 'free to a good home'. Firstly, and most worryingly, the
widespread, cruel activity of  illegal dog-fighting  has led to a demand by these criminals for cats, kittens and
small dogs  to use as 'bait' in fight training. Animals offered for free are sometimes  obtained by deception,
through this type of advert, either in local papers or through on-line classified websites.
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Secondly, you have no guarantee of where they will end up, whether they will be cared for long term, or if they
will end up being dumped. Apart from the high-risk factor, some people who are simply after a free cat, may not
have considered any other expenses such as veterinary bills and cattery fees, and might not be in a position to
cover them. Giving your pet away free often means a very uncertain future for them.

Shy Cats:

Shy cats need time to be reassured, give them their blanket and space for them, they need to get to know you
and trust you, so patience is needed and show them love a little at a time, the cat will only come around on its
terms. Can provide Feliway and try and keep cat relaxed soft music can also help.

Stress:

What are some of the areas that cause stress in cats, they are very loving and want to belong, any unsettling in
the house can cause stress.

 New pet or new partner, addition to the family

 Moving home

 Loss of a loved one

 Been given to many homes

 Abandonment

 Change in cat litter

 Dirty places and trays

 Anger in the home

 Change in furnishings
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What are the signs of stress?

 Pooing and weeing not in the tray

 Scratching at furniture

 Peeing on the furniture

 Sigh-ness hiding away in corners

 Aggression towards people and animals

 Increased sleeping

 Loss of appetite

 Excessive vocalization

 Isolation

 Excessive scratching

 Excessive grooming

 Diarrhea, Constipation or Digestive issue

 Freaking Out

 Long claws

Soft mediation music can help, check for the obvious, flea’s mites in the ears, make sure they have plenty of
places to rest and feel comfortable, if you have several cats never introduce a new comer straight into the pack,
let the other cats get used to the cat before putting with others.

Check for worming if they have worms this can cause blood in the stools and cause anxiety and stomach
problems.

Cats can also pick up when there is sickness or unhappiness in the house and will act in stress related ways.

Comfort and give your cat attention and try and understand what is going on, cats are normally clean and do
not like dirty places.
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 All About Cats – (Lets know about Cats)

                             

Hi, I am Cleo, I hear you humans say that cats are territorial and if you feed me then I will stay. 
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I would like to tell you about me!

I am pure black have some Burmese in me, with green yellow eyes that change colour when I am in good health,
I stride with beauty and I have a quiet Meow.

I lived with a family in Tamworth I did not like them therefore I constantly left home and was taken back to
them several times, whenever I was found and picked up I found myself at the vets who knew who I belonged
to, I found myself back with them again.

I am the only cat except for that smelly mutt A dog named Butch, its breath – “Yuk”

Well I want to be loved, not just fed I want to belong to a great human.

After the fourth time, I left to find a magnificent home with the pain in my tummy from not eating and these
little black things that are so annoying they keep jumping around on me.

Scratch flick, oh yes, there is some food down here.

The food is a little dry and now let’s see.  

Spring on to this fence, yes this looks good.

“Oh, cat flap, yep, food and drink here,”

Quick under the table, another three cats.

I noticed the other cat it is so fat.

“Look at that one it is so fat, it can hardly get through the flap”.

The fat cat inside went out the cat flap and tried to jump the fence which rocked as the cat tried to get up on the
fence.

“Stupid animal it can hardly walk.”

“Hoops, human.”

“What are you doing here, have some food.”
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“Hmmm, more like it, fresh and nourishing.”

A little black thing jumped off.

Very good last mouthful.

Hoops, where is the ground, what is that stuff.

I like the combing the itch is going, hey look at those fellows drop off, I feel better already.

Well, this is better, I will just watch and see what goes on.

I know one thing, I am not stopping cannot stand these cats, very bossy, I will just hide in the corner for now
until I feel well enough to hunt for a proper home.

Now let’s see the garden next door looks like a wonderful place,

Let’s just spray around and leave my scent, yes, no other cats, this looks good.

Four times a year I feel I need to mate the urge is so great, my sense glands are now working overtime and the
toms as per usual are about, one after another, my neck always hurt as they bite into my skin and hold me down
as they fill me with that stuff which I feel going inside, then the next tom and the next.

This initially hurts before feeling good which I let out a screaming meow, and I know I am going to have a
family which I urge for.

I feel movement in my tummy, must be ready for my family soon.

Let’s see this corner under the chair where the mat is should be good no-one can see me here.

Boy, I feel tired and the pain inside is getting worse

Oh, no, here they come.

I know I am struggling with my last kitten, I feel so tied, what is happening with my last kitten, I am pushing,
pushing, Oh, relief, I can feel the kitten out and the softness of human skin the cord I cannot free around his
neck, I hear the door open from the kitchen it is my human’s daughter I noticed she is pretty, young, I feel
exhausted I must look after my kittens. I feel her soft skin unwrapping the cord and placing the kitten for me,
which I attend to with care and biting the cord.
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Feeling the soft skin of my kittens with every lick the birth stuff taste good now the eyes, the body and the bum
let’s get that working. Yes, I can hear the squeals. Oh, the little claws are tickling me, Hmmm, this kitten looks
like me, black with short fur, her face a little slimmer, the second kitten has a fluffy towel, with is a ball of fluff,
third kitten a ball of grey fluff, all with beautiful blue eyes.

Her Beautiful green eyes looking down at me and now I feel myself being put in a cardboard box, with soft
bedding, all my kittens are suckling, thank goodness, I feel so tired, dreaming of my family.

My babies are walking around and enjoying themselves, watch them tumble.

Oh no.

The curtains are being used to climb up and hung off, this human is not going to like this.

Now toilet lessons so you keep a roof over your head,

Nudge, in the tray, yep they are learning.

The kittens are now helping themselves to the milk, and kitten food, good they are finally not nibbling at me as
much.

These little brats, there goes one on my tail, now my ears being nibbled.

Yes, got you, a couple of swipes.

These fellows have heaps of energy.

Well, I am being ignored, these guys are getting heaps of cuddles and loving.

Where does the time go, I know they are going to be rehomed soon this always happen?

Oh no, I am in a basket with no food just water does not look good.

It is dark, the stars are out, it must be late in the evening, I feel so hungry I only have water

This is not good, I should have escaped earlier.

The sun is shining, the little ones I can see have eaten and are running around, I can feel the engine this thing is
moving, I will show my disapproval.
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Meow and Meow.

The sky is moving and the trees keep changing I think I know where I am going, where all other animals were
waiting this is not good.

The car has stopped, yes, I knew it.

Inside the door, other pets.

Here comes that white uniform,

 “Cleo”.

That is my name.

That long corridor, I am with this human, my human has left me, what is happening?

Look at those cats, they are so dopy.

I cannot move they are holding me down, what is that thing.

Ouch, that is sharp, I feel so tied.

What has happened with the time, my legs will not work, they are giving way, I will just doze.  I wake up still
feeling drowsy but hey food at last this is better. what is that terrible thing being put in my mouth, what does
this mean??   can sit now, oops, here we go, back in my carrying basket, yes this looks good, the same corridor,
yes, my human, great I am going home.  

This week is tough, tablets morning and night, I’m drying up no more milk to give my kittens and they are
driving me crazy, time to get going.

I need to find love, food and a place of my own, I know my children will be looked after but what about me.

I can now wash myself and the wound has healed, I don’t get the urge to have a tom anymore hey this is good,
no more shaking my bones so my head drops off, and having one tom after the other. I noticed my pee does not
smell any more like it did, hey this is adding up to be pretty good, I feel great. No more kittens and the pain of
delivering those children, this was getting to be a drag, since the urge came four times a year and I felt the pain
of having up to four kittens at a time, at this rate I would be populating the neighbourhood.

At least now I can have no more pain.
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Well let’s get over that fence.

 “Now let’s see, yes very comfortable, I like this place.”

“Meow”.

Creep over

I like this human, I want to be with her, she looks good.

“Meow”

“Okay, Come in then”.

Oh yes, this is good, just missed her legs, now let’s see the kitchen looks good, plenty of room just look in here,
yes, the lounge room looks good plenty of comfortable seats.

Hmm, my favourite tuna, milk and water.

Boy that was good now let’s sneak up the stairs.

Yes, a large bed, I can spring on to this.

The pillow is soft with feathers just wraps around me and the duvet is soft as well I can feel the warmth this is
where I want to be.

 Oh no here comes that human.

“Oh, you have settled in then”

Knock, Knock

Hi, have you seen my cat?

“There you are?”

 Not that human, I do not want to go with those cats, my claws will not hold me, of no.

I will escape as soon as I can
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“Come on Cleo now that is a good girl”

The door opens and I am put in the middle of all these unsociable pack, that let me know I am an outsider.

Under the table in the corner, I see my kitten’s boy my children have grown,

They are now jumping all over me and running around pulling at my tail

“Meow” off my tail, swipe  

Oh, those little claws, jumping and running.

This food is not as good as next door,

Escape, yes now let’s see, over the fence now into my favourite garden

Yes, door open straight up the stairs, onto bed and snug in between pillows.

Door shut no one home this is mine.

My favourite human, “Oh you are back”

It has now paid off, I am officially here let’s put a little scent around.

I love the nights, cuddling up and the pats and attention I feel truly loved

Always cat biscuits and different food this is good.

Several months have passed, oh no who is this.

A ugly looking human I do not like him, I feel squashed.

Finally, free and in my lady’s arms thank goodness

Who does he think is, I will snuggle up and you can get lost.

“Now Cleo I am going on holiday and Jenny your old keeper will look after you, I will be home soon.”

What is this, a suitcase, clothes, something is changing.
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I watched my preferred human drive off with her friend, expecting she would return and I would get feed, I
could see a piece of paper on top of what looked like my food, I waited and waited no food the kitchen window is
permanently shut which was open for me to go in and out. I could see the food and what seemed to be for me
laid out on the counter, and I noticed an envelope was put in next door.

I meowed and nudge at the window I could see the other people moving around and they just ignored me.

The others in the house I am not too keen on, and I guess they knew.

Oh, every window is shut, it is cold and wet out here,

No food what is happening?

Where is my human?

One the people I did not like came out and pointed the hose at me I felt the pound of water on my skin.

Then the same the next day.

What is that thing, a hose watered twice,  

Alright I have the message, you do not want me, I will go.

Here is a home, I like this one.

I will observe and stay up the tree.

I have those little black things again, scratch, scratch

My fur is dropping out,

Boy am I hungry, I have not eaten in days what am I going to do?

I have managed to find some water, I feel tired and dizzy.

I noticed in this house down from the top of the branches of the tree lived a short woman with fair hair.

She seems okay, but, how can I trust these humans.
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Oops, my feet are not touching the ground.

What is that stuff, well it has got rid of those black things,

I hate water, this foam stuff feels soothing I will go with it

Boy, I feel much better now.

Food, I cannot eat much I will nibble

Grooming myself, my fur is starting to grow back.

There are plenty of people coming and going from this home, they stay an hour, I like some of them, others I
find somewhere to hide, after all I can slim down to a third of my size, I can hear them they are having readings
about the future.  

I see them looking at me disapprovingly

“Why do you want that scraggy thing?”

What do they mean, I am a beauty, you stay outside for a while?

I am starting to feel good, plenty of beds to sleep on.

Yes, lots of wooden stairs to run up and down and peer over this is my home

I get lots of love from both him and her, I feel spiritually full.

This is great, I have someone to look after me when they are away, when the suitcases come out, my new owner
always has someone come and stay, moving down the road has paid off and finally I have found my true human
who looks after me well with only the two of them living there and at home most of the time.

 I feel loved and cherished.

Oh no, my teeth are loose, I can feel them giving way.

I am lifted into the basket, I know where I am going.

That white uniform again
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“Cleo”

I feel a pinch then a tooth distracted, at this rate I will become gummy and not able to eat, I still have three
teeth left.

Now I am home and resting, just getting used to not having the pain in the side of mouth, and I noticed I am
feeling normal again.

With my new owners I lived to 21, I now play in the garden with the other spirits and know I was truly loved.

According to life science.   

Did you know?

Cats kill billions of birds every year and even more tiny rodents and other mammals in the United States, a new
study finds.

According to the research, published today (Jan. 29) in the journal Nature Communications, cats kill between
1.4 billion and 3.7 billion birds and between 6.9 billion and 20.7 billion small mammals, such as meadow voles
and chipmunks.

Though it's hard to know exactly how many birds live in the United States, the staggering number of bird
deaths may account for as much as 15 percent of the total bird population, said study co-author Pete Marra, an
animal ecologist with the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute.

 Yes, this is me, Cleo. I am glad you enjoyed my story.
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Hi, I am Angel, now let me tell you about me and this is my story! 

I do not remember much when I was first born, except for the other kittens pushing for a tit, I enjoyed the
comfort of my mother for a brief time BUT as soon as I could eat the kitten food and lap milk I was given to a
young couple. They took me away in a car. I slept most of the time and before long the car came to a halt and, I
was inside a long hallway which humans call a flat.
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I felt sad, I had food, water and a small toy and was on my own.  When it got dark I saw my owners again, they
played with me a little then suddenly a big box appeared and I was carted away again.

All I could think of was I missed the comfort of my mother’s paws around me and how she licked me and nudge
me, now I have nothing and no one to play with I miss my brothers and sisters.

Another human being put me in a carrier and I was soon on this big long rectangular vehicle which rocked us as
it went along and then into a large place which was very bright. I was put in a bedroom which had a window
open. I feel so nervous I jump onto the bed in the next room and pee right in the middle of it. I felt so nervous.

I then wandered into the bedroom I was initially put in, I noticed the window open above the bed which was a
small jump on the window seal, I found myself on top of a transparent plastic roof which was slippery and
getting harder to walk on because small rain drops had started to fall on me and the roof. I slipped to the edge
of the roof.

Meow, Meow, I am Meowing as loud as I can, oh a voice I can feel myself being lifted and now it is warm and
comfortable, oh no there are large cats here, I feel scared, and lonely at least I am warm.

I saw the sun come through the small glass pane and heard a knock on the door, the humans are speaking, I
think they are talking about me, yes, I am handed over, I am examined.

“Oh, she is so beautiful and cute, I have been looking forward to meeting her.”

Suddenly I am cuddled in the arms and taken next door, and put into a large room with a cushion and cover and
some toys, some fresh strips of chicken, cat biscuits and milk. This taste good and I am so tired, so I will sleep.

The door closes then I hear the steps out of the house, the days are long, the human I travelled with always
come home first, she just pulls my tail and pats my head, I really do not like her but   I have now found some
good  places to hide and I can really get into the corners of the furniture.

The human who took me from next door comes home late, I always enjoy seeing her, she feeds me first then
picks me up and plays with me and takes me to her bed where I get heaps of pats and loving and snuggle up, I
know she is my real mum.

The two of them are in the kitchen, and what is this, a pink think with may straps, one holds me the other puts
the straps around the body and over the neck and puts me on the floor, I am not having this. Going to take me
for a walk!! I kick out left and right while they try to push straps over my head and I’m free in seconds, look at
them, laughing at me, I am not quite quick enough and get scooped up cuddled and kissed. On most days when
my mum goes out she puts me in a carrier and takes me with her, I have now been to many places and she just
loves me and I cuddle up to her.
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I went to one of her friends place the man was nice enough to me, but the tray was not clean I will not use a
dirty tray so I pooed under the chair and peed on the kitchen floor, my mum cleaned it up, but I noticed she
missed the poo behind the other seat.  

I was put back into my carrier and back to our home which I played with all my toys.

My mum goes for long hours and I hate it, love being with her she gives me a lot of attention and I really love
her, I show her by rubbing myself up against her and she always buys me heaps of treats.

I saw the other lady that brought me here leave and I was glade, she has not come back someone else has
moved in instead and she is okay she pats me and gives me some attention.

I have grown in the last three months and this is the first time I have not been fed, I am scooped up into my cat
basket and put in the front with my mum, the car moves smoothly and I can see the sky and clouds moving, I
am now in a shop with many other animals, I hate dogs and I hiss and hiss.

We seem to wait here for ages

“Angel”

Mum hands me over and leaves, I just see her disappear.

Hours have past and I feel druggy and uneasy, my side hurts and I have this large plastic thing around my neck I
cannot get off.

“Oh, great here is my mum.”

I am taken home and just put in my new bed and blanket which is so soft and wraps around me.

 I hate this large neck brace and try walking backwards, tumbling and pulling with my paw but it will not come
off.

Mum is laughing at me, I look up through my green eyes, wondering why she has done this, my side hurts.

Meow, Meow I feel so uncomfortable. I tried to tell her how I hurt my skin is pulling.

I can hear her talking to her close friend,

“Angel seems to be so uncomfortable, this does not seem right.”
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“She certainly is not the same cat.”

A few hours have passed, and I am now in my carrier back to the same place,

“Angel”

“She is healing well, there seems to be nothing wrong with your cat.”

“Then why is she meowing all the time.”

 “I will take out a couple of the stitches that seem tight around these parts but the wound seems to have have
healed well”.

I felt a little relief although my skin is so tight and uncomfortable, my mum sleeps with three pillows around
me to support this ridiculous brace around my neck and I just snuggle up.

A couple of weeks have gone by and at last I have this thing of my neck it was so heavy and awkward and I
struggled to eat my food.

I can run around and I am jumping up and down and over lounges and seats, and my mummy plays with me
pretending to be a monster and I run and hide.

We constantly play paw fights when I go up the stairs, my mummy is my closest friend, I am so happy.

The weather has turned so cold and finally I am allowed outside.     I have explored the garden and its great fun I
can jump on many things, but I am always called in at night though.

I have noticed this Tom around the garden he looks battered, and thin, his ear looks horrible it is green, I noticed
my mum giving him food.

Weeks has passed and now Spot which mum calls him has moved in.

Mum cleaned his ear and put that powder on him she puts on me.

This weekend mum washed both us, I know Spot meowed as much as me.   I hate it, I feel the softness of the
cream on my skin then the warm water, then dried and brushed and flea liquid on the back of my neck.

I lick myself dry and when I am dry I am fluffy and soft and my skin feels so refreshed and no little black biting
things I always feel great afterwards, both Spot and I purr and purr, because we know we are loved we have
plenty of our favourite foods.
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The nights are drawing in and before we know it the night is lit up with heaps of colour and bangs, I know they
cannot get me because I am in my favourite room and they are high up in the sky and my mum is here with us, I
am snuggled up on her lap while she watches the square thing with sound and people walking around inside
the box.

I am now a beautiful grown cat and I know I am the boss of the house, Spot has come back with another cat I
think it is his sister.

“Come on in then.”

No hesitation, Snowy has moved in and wants to be boss she wants to take over my mummy and demands to
be on her.

I fight for my position and get pushed off, mummy picks all of us up and gives us heaps of love although I do not
get as much attention as before.

We all get our teeth done regularly, mummy is quick and we feel much better for it our teeth have no tartar.

When mummy goes to work we, all sleep and play a little with the odd ball.

Mummy walks me over the road and shows me to look left and right I just run off, lucky for us it is a quiet street,
when she comes at me with her hands in a claw and growls I jump in the air, arch my back and roll on the
ground with my feet in the air.  

Mummy laughs at me as I run off.

I can see mummy packing some things in suitcase and she goes away this has not happened before, we have
someone looking after us but it is not the same.

A car finally pulls up, yes, it is mummy.

I jump through the window and straight into her arms.

Spot wraps himself around her legs, so she nearly trips over.

“Well, what a welcome home I guess you are all glad to see me.”

The weather is bitterly cold, and this ginger Tom is outside his fur is rough and he smells, he is so thin.

Mum leaves food out for him and finally he comes around.
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Eventually he is gone for a day and now he is back, he is kept separate from us until he has been cleaned up and
looked after but we all get on with him.

Six months has passed, Ginger is getting breathless and tripping, He lies on Mummies feet and curls up against
her, Mummy takes him away, I know he is ill and we will never see him again.

Months pass by and a new person is now staying with Mummy, she disappears for the entire day and the car
pulls up.

Another person and a cage with a mother cat and four kittens just born they have no fur.

Oh no, not more cats.

There is a big yellow cage with litter box, food and water and the mother cat and kittens are put on the soft
blanket.

I walk past and hiss since they have invaded my territory and all that is mine.

The kittens get a lot of attention and I am now getting even less, my mummy does still play with me though.

The kittens get fresh meat and two are now taken away, leaving two and the mother cat.

Mummy has friends over and the mother cat attacks me.

Mummy flies up the stairs, mummy gets scratched and I hide away my world is now turned upside down.

Mummy keeps me separate from the other cats, my relationship has changed so much, she stills cuddles me,
but I cannot get close to her like I used to, I feel so stressed.

I start peeing on the furniture, and get yelled out and put out side.

I do not want to live here anymore so I stay outside as much as I can.

Mummy gets me in every night with a lot of coaching and keeps me separate from the other cats.

One of her friends come over regularly.

Every now and then I manage to pull the clothes of the dryer and wrap myself around in the clothes, mummy
just laughs and gives me a hug and kiss, I love her so much.
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 I can hear this lady and my mummy talking about me,

“I know Angel is so unhappy, and I guess I will have to rehome her, I will get her checked.”

I feel myself being picked up, this time I am taken to a different vet who checks me everywhere!!

I am put in a car and driven to a new place.

No cats, I run up the stairs in joy and my mummy gives me a hug and a kiss and leaves me.

I feel sad being left with a new human, and I scratch the wall paper in disapproval.

I am fed, loved and have my toys, I have accepted this as my new home and play with my new owner.

Every now and then my mummy pops over and gives me heaps of love and plays with me I know she did what is
right for me and I hate it when she leaves.

I will never forget her.

 

Did you know?

Dirty Cat trays can be harmful to you and your Pet, some cat diseases are curable, this can cause unpleasant
messes in different areas of the house.

Also effect human health if a box is left filthy the following could happen, overexposure to ammonia – causing
queasiness and headaches. Bacterial infection, parasite transfer like hookworms, roundworms and ringworms.

Hi, I am Angel, thank you for reading my Story.
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Hi, I am Spot, now let me tell you about me and this is my story.!   

Initially my life was pretty good     I liked to sleep a lot and could come and go as I pleased. The children got on
my nerves occasionally when they pulled my tail but mainly we played happily, and I liked to tap the little toy
cars back to them across the floor. I used to sleep on the boy’s bed and enjoyed that and had little treats now
and then.

 I always spent most of my time in the garden, but this day was different.   I noticed a big truck had pulled up
outside and all the things in the house had been moved into the truck, I walked into the home and there was
nothing, not even anywhere for me to sleep or sit.

The children were put in the back of the car and the man of the house who did not like me shooed me out and
locked all the doors. I sat in the sun and watched them drive off.

I looked around no water, no food nothing, I suddenly realised I was homeless and I will not get looked after
here. As I wandered down some streets the bright lights of night glowed and I knew I had to stay away from
them and the busy road as I have seen cats hit and die quickly and, in some cases, run over several times.
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I came down a street and I noticed food had been put out for cats, so I managed to get something to eat and
drink. There was some waste land with tin for cover, although I fought for my space with the others living
rough.

I often felt a scratch and bite when I was not quick enough, and sometimes there was no food around or had
gone bad and the blow flies had settled in which made it uneatable even when the hunger pains got too much.

At night, the cars would pull up in the street and I would climb underneath the front where it was warm.
Sometimes I would feel this warm substance on my skin, and when it dried it just coated my fur in black thick
glue. I could not lick it off it tasted awful and burnt my tongue.

I found puddles and ponds where I could and drank out of them and this kept me going. One day I came across
this lovely garden where a female cat lived, she was so dainty and pretty and I could see she was well looked
after. This reminded me of my home when I was a kitten and growing up.

As soon as I was old enough I remember vaguely going to this place where they put you to sleep and when you
wake up you cannot find your balls as they had shrunk considerably in size.  I did not have the urge to have sex
with the female cats like most of the other strays, and I noticed when they pee it smells strong and awful.  Like
me they have walked for miles to get food and water.

Recently I have not fathered any kittens and do not have that desire although walking through to this garden
where a dainty black and white female cat lived being so pretty and well looked after and I wished I had an
owner like this.

I often walked through the gates and into the garden sitting there when the lady noticed me she kept putting
food out and calling for me to come over, but I am so nervous of humans and do not trust her.

After several weeks, I got close to her and she picked me up and took me inside, my ear was throbbing from a
cat scrap, the cat had torn my ear, I was taken into a room which had a toilet and bath and sink.

My ear was bathed with this soothing stuff and felt better already, then my ears were cleaned.

The buzzing and heaviness had now gone. I was brushed down with some powder and the itching started to go,
then I could feel my fur being cut away and the sticky stuff taken off.

“That will do you for now, let’s get you some food.”

Great, I ate then went out into the garden, and came back in, she did not mind being here.
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I settled in and very soon I experienced what it is like to be washed, dried by a towel and brushed the fleas had
gone.   I meowed and hated the water but somehow this was soothing on my skin, so I did not struggle. From
being under the cars the oil was coated to my fur and onto my skin, this had to be washed and cut out my tail
had hardly any fur, the heaviness had gone and before long my fur grew back.

I knew I had found home, there were always people here and plenty of food and I loved the barbeques as I
always got some meat. I would jump on my lady’s lap and love up to her, she always hugged me and before long
I put on weight and grew to a bigger cat.

I would hear them say.

 “This would make a good turkey dinner for the street.”

  My lady would just laugh, she had a friend stop with her often and I loved being with him. When he did the
painting of the shed and had a cigarette I would follow him and be with him, he gave me heaps of attention
while I wrapped myself around his legs and enjoyed the moments.

I could smell oil in the pan and as I watched through the kitchen window I could see some tasty steak which
looked so juicy. I sprung up through the window, grabbed the meat in my mouth, turned quickly and was out
the window. I got down the bottom of the garden and started eating it.

He ran down the back, throwing his arms in the air.

“Damn it, you might as well have it, I was looking forward to that.”

I munched into it and before long I had my fill, boy that was good.

I love living here, my lady works long hours and we do not see much of her most days so Angel and I just sit
together and purr to each other. We love Christmas time, we get all our favourite treats, I love king prawns
they are so juicy, and crab meat, and special drink.

We play with the paper and our games that are bought for us.

I was sitting in the conservatory on my favourite chair.  Angel was a cat that liked everything to be the way she
wanted it, when she sat on someone’s lap they had to sit the way she felt comfortable, if not she would meow
and tell them off, my lady has been working at home and we both love it, since she does not go away and stay
away for hours.
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This day the man friend was in the kitchen and Angel was outside and wouldn’t let Angel in when she wanted,
some time had passed, and the window was opened, Angel meowed and meowed everywhere he went Angel
would not stop Meowing.

He eventually threw his arms in the air. “Boy, I have never been told off for so long, Angel over half an hour has
gone past, will you stop meowing.”

“Come on then.”

I jumped down and joined him in the garden while he had his smoke and glass of wine.

I often came back with scratches and bites to hear my lady say

“Spot I can only protect you some of the time, not all the time.”

I noticed this stray hanging around the house down the street, which looked like my sister and I was sure I
knew this cat, she is pure white with a bit of black, I rubbed up against her and encouraged her to follow me.

Snowy stood at the door with me and looked up at my lady,

“Come on in then.”

We are now a three-cat family and sometimes Snowy picks on Angel since she wants to be boss, I protect her
and stay with her.

The nights are getting long and cold and lately there is fire in the sky and bangs, I feel scared and hide under the
car, I can hear my lady calling me, I am too afraid to move, what happens if they get me.

Suddenly I feel myself being dragged out from under the car and in my lady’s arms, I am safe and warm and
brought inside, where I am fed and watered and venture into the lounge to join Angel on top of the sofa.

We are watching TV with our lady who gives us a hug before going to make a cup of tea

I go out into the kitchen, I have noticed this packet on the table is it open, yes, I reach my paw in and pull out the
first one, a pork scratching, it is so crunchy and tasty I have almost finished the packet when the man walks in.

“Look at Spot, he has almost finished my pork scratchings, I never got a bite.”

I jump down, now the packet is empty, licking my lips in content, however the cheaper version tastes no good,
so my humans always get me the excellent quality ones.
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My lady goes away for a few days and we sit and wait for her to return, we hear the car pull up and notice it is
her, Angel jumps through the window and I curl around her legs.

“I am so happy to see you guys.”

At night Angel curls under the covers, Snowy sleeps on her legs and I wrap my paws around her and sleep with
my head on hers, I love being close to her and feel her love for me.

All of us drop off to sleep purring and in the morning, we get fed first, then pinch what we can from our lady.

The fluffy ginger cat has been hanging around, and the winter is cold, it has been so cold that my paws hurt
when I am outside, I do not know where the ginger cat is going, he is so angry and attacks everyone and every
animal.

My lady puts food out for him, so he comes over regularly. Weeks and months go past, and he finally lets her get
close to him.

We noticed he has gone, and she returns with him, he has smaller balls and his temper and aggression have
gone.

She cleans him up and he also purrs and loves cuddles and fuss, he is such a different cat, all the neighbours do
not believe the difference.

We have the odd disagreement although we get on most of the time and our lady does not let us get into scraps
she tells us off and sprays the offender.

All of us get brushed and with Gingers long fur he needs more brushing than most.

Six months have passed and suddenly, I noticed Ginger was not well, my lady took him away and we did not see
him again.

I still fought with the other cats and came home with the odd scar from my battles, I got bitten in the head and I
screamed with the pain, but my lady bathed it for me when I got home, and it soon healed.  Very soon the man I
loved walking around the garden with came no more.

My lady disappeared for the day and came back with this man and mother cat and kittens, as these kittens grew
they played and got into heaps of mischief, they were cute, and I did not mind them.

Then I started to feel ill, my lady took me to the vet they did some checks, then the second time I was diagnosed
with Aids Feline she was told nothing could be done.
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I saw my lady on the computer and she tried different things with me, she ordered some stuff that would have
helped, except I took a turn for the worse. I knew I was dying and I walked across the garden to find somewhere
when she grabbed me.

She laid me down in the conservatory at first and when I felt a little better she held onto me and cuddled me, I
knew she knew I was in the last stage of my illness.

She put me in the cat carrier and she and her friend took me to the vets.   I felt my lady holding my head and
loving me, then a prick then I knew I had joined the spirit world. I went home and was joined by my man friend,
we now walk the garden together and I play with the other spirits in the area.

My friend died from a heart attack he had heart trouble all his life, he roamed from home to home and drank a
lot because he was a lost soul, we now have each other and the love of other spirits around.

Did you know?

Aids effect cats especially if they are living rough.

What is Aids? Is known as feline immunodeficiency virus. It mirrors the human version and can take years to
emerge, aids attacks the cat’s immune system, allowing bacteria, fungi,  parasites and other viruses to worsen
the cat’s health, leaving it unable to fight off secondary infections.

How do they get Aids? Bite wounds transmission of body fluids is common with outdoor cats that are fighting,
or kittens can acquire through their mother’s milk

Symptoms: common systems are enlarged lymph nodes, fever, anaemia, weight loss, a dishevelled coat, poor
appetite and diarrhoea. Other symptoms are inflammation of eyes, gums or mouth as well as other dental
disease, wounds that will not heal, sneezing or even behavioural changes.

Treatments that can help: Catclaw powder, tablets, cannabis-based medicine, green tea.

 Hi, I am Spot, thank you for reading my story
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Hi, I am Snowy, now let me tell you about me and this is my story.!       

 I was born with three other kittens, and as soon as I was old enough I was taken from my brothers and sisters
and given to an older human who played with me in the evening between her knitting and was at home all the
time, so I got a lot of attention.  I was very happy since I was well looked after with cooked chicken, a younger
human with children would come often and I would be hugged and played with, life is good. 
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My human lived alone, and I knew something was wrong when she did not come down, I went up the stairs and
she did not move she was so stiff and hard it was as if I could sharpen my claws on her.

Was not long before a big van pulled up and took my human away, I went down stairs and outside into the
garden the younger human came over and I noticed tears on her face. They cleaned everything then a sign went
up and the house was shut up.

I knew I had to find somewhere else, I noticed a lot of cats going to a street not far away, so I totted off in that
direction and sure enough there was food, not great you had to get in while you could, often I felt hungry and I
was not used to living rough.

I really liked this big home, and I noticed what looked like one of my brothers, he nudged me to follow so I did I
ended up at this house which was up the road and to the left and followed my brother Spot through the gates to
the back of the home.

I noticed another other cat there a little black and white one who hissed at me instantly, I looked up to Spot’s
human she looked down and smiled at me.

“Come on in then.”

I did not hesitate, I went in straight away and ate the food that was out and found myself a place on the chair
under the table, I knew this is where I wanted to be.

I have always had honour from other cats and managed to hold the top position as one thing you must do in a
house hold is get your ranking quickly and this I set out to do.

I enjoyed sun baking in the garden and I like being outside and often when my human called me Snowy, I did
not respond unless of course it was meal time, now that interested me.

I enjoyed sitting on my human and showing my appreciation by digging my claws in kneading her I want her to
know how much I love her and rub myself against her.

I have now let the others know who is in charge and Angel the little cat is having none of this, so I chase her
away when I can and front her into any corner, while she is hissing and claws back before running off. My
human often grabs her and has her under the covers until she falls asleep, I curl up on the back of her legs or on
top of her. Spot usually sleeps on the pillow with his paws wrapped around her hands and arm and rests his
head on top of hers and nudges into her.
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Other human friends come around often when there is a barbeque and I love this we get bits of meat and the
house is always buzzing, then a man and women moved in and in a cat carrier was a small black cat which is fine
and thin a little shy.

She was put in a large cat carrier for a few days before she joined us, we all got used to her being here. She told
me her name was Molly then she nudged up against me and followed me around and slept with me and played
happily.

I enjoyed mothering her, we always went outside together and found places in the sun, our human was gone
for long hours then things changed we had our human at home although she was always on the phone and at
her desk for hours, I would jump up and after a while was put down on the floor as she went back to her phone
and writing.

A long time had passed and the male and female human left, Molly stayed and we all settled in together then
we noticed our human had gone for a day and almost all of the night. Then the car pulled up, a man got out with
a carrier and inside was a mother cat and four kittens they were put in the large cat carrier with everything
they needed, the kittens were only new born they had not had their eyes open and the fur had not grown as yet,
a few weeks had passed and they stared squealing and became very cute, two ginger, two tortoiseshell colour.  I
sat across from them and loved watching them, as they teased their mother, I knew they would get into
mischief as soon as they could.

One of the kittens was handed to me, and I washed it and loved it although the mother was not happy, and the
kitten had to be cleaned and put with one of the other kittens to be accepted.

The kittens grew quickly and I watched them climb the curtains and onto the curtain pole they bent one of
them hanging from it, and as soon as the ginger kittens could they would steal anything they could fit into their
mouths and get behind the cooker, this was short lived when the kittens  grew and could not fit any more, boy
these are demanding work. 

All the kittens tumbled and played, and everyone got a lot of joy and they were cuddled and fed thin slices of
ham and chicken as soon as they were old enough.

I noticed Angel was not happy and just slept upstairs out of the way, Ruby the mother cat did not like Angel and
when she could would have a go at her, sometimes I would intervene and stand in her way.

I noticed two of the kittens disappeared then the mother cat was taken away and came back and put separate
from the other cats for a short while, then two of the kittens reappeared.

Ruby jumped with joy and jumped on the carrier, then when the kittens were let out, she played with them and
hugged them.
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I noticed my human coming in with the shopping and without her knowing I saw the packet go upstairs with
Sandy.

I have noticed Spot has had a strange smell about him and he does not seem to be the cat I knew, before long he
was taken away and we never saw him again.

A lady human keeps coming over and Angel now does not want to come in and when she does she pees on the
seat, which makes our human very annoyed, before long Angel is taken with this other human and does not
return.

I am now the cat that has been here the longest and I influence all the other cats in the household any affection
and all the cats come to me.

Then a grey and white cat appeared and settled in and soon after a full black cat they nudged and played with
each other and I guess they are brother and sister just like Spot and I.  We all get our order in the household and
Tom the black cat holds the high ranking like myself,  he nudges others out of the way at meal time and makes
sure he gets a bit of everything that is going, he has changed so much from the skinny cat he was, he loves our
human hugs her and nudges her all the time and makes it difficult for me to get to her, especially when she is at
her desk.

We are all grateful and know that without the care and love our lives would be different so we all try and get
some loving with the different meows.

Before long we make our friends within the group and settle into our favourite spots in the home, a friend of
our human comes across and I know he wants to get me so I hide behind the seat and run up his back and dig
my claws into his shoulder, I hear a large scream and arms in the air.

“Where are you, I will get that cat”,

While my human laughs at him, I run off to not be found until he is gone.

I hear a knock on the door as the other humans are playing music and it is two little black and white kittens,
which my human takes upstairs and cleans up, they are then put in the large cat carrier.   A few days later our
human comes back with a little black kitten which they all get heaps of fuss from everyone.

Time has passed, and our human is calling us as one of the kittens which barges in for all the food has not
turned up, our human comes home later carrying a still stiff body with blood all over his face.

I knew instantly he had run into a car I had seen this before they run around for a brief time before collapsing
therefore I encourage all the other cats to stay away from the main road.
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 The kittens have grown, and I get plenty of nudges and meow for a wash from me, so I do my mother thing.

I noticed a mother cat in the roof of the shop and all the street is out to save her, all the kittens have a home and
now the mother cat is with us, we all ignore her since she swipes at us and we know she does not like other cats,
so our human keeps her separate.

Then a small cat arrives which wants to be under the covers with our human and gets the fuss at night.  We all
have our favourite spots, every now and then I hear the ruffling behind the wardrobe doors and I know one the
kittens have climbed up the clothing and pulled everything down.

We all look forward to when our human comes home, everyone knows their name and comes in for dinner and
treats and I often chase this black male cat that has also moved in, he has settled in well although since I have
been told off by my human I have accepted him more, we all look out for each other and enjoy the modern
furniture in the garden.

These days I enjoy napping on the outside swing and if my human gets on to rest, Tom and I jump on her and
knead her giving her all our love until she moves.

I enjoy my life I have plenty of friends and when it is a special time of the year we all get our favourite foods and
drink, when our human goes out we all give our disapproval by meowing at her.

When she comes home we all run to the car and let her know we are here.  Most of us go inside while a couple
run out, once the food is out and the treats the rest are in for the night.

Did you know?

Domesticated cats have been around for at least 3600 years according to fossil finds from early human
settlements, taming of cats was previously thought to have occurred in Egypt.

It is said the earliest true record of domestication comes from a cat that was found deliberately buried with its
owner in a grave in Cyprus, some 9500 years ago.

Around 10,000 years ago the development of grain stores caused a rise in mice population which first attracted
wild cats to the proximity which led humans to subsequent taming.

 Hi, I am Snowy, thank you for reading my story.
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Hi, I am Ginger Megs, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!    

I was a cute fluffy kitten and like all kitten’s loved by adults and children alike. I went to a home and had my
place in the back room until I became an adult cat, I sprayed my territory and this was not welcome so I soon
found myself outside with the odd bowl of food.

I scavenged around the neighbourhood and managed to find food. I felt so sad, and unhappy and lonely and the
only time I got some pleasure was when I felt the urge to have sex, the urge was so great and I would find the
odd female and course I did not know how many other cats were trying to survive from being born wild.

I met up with another Tom cat, he had a broken tail and like me we are both weary of humans, when peeing
under a plant or bush we would get hosed or something thrown at us.

Summer months were not too bad since the food scrapes we came across was fresh and we would kill any small
animal we could. Hunger pains would come and go and my fur is long and matted it felt tight against my skin
no matter how much I licked and groomed myself I could not get relief.
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My paws often ached from walking for miles with my ginger friend who was experienced at this, his family hit
him and broke his tail thinking it was funny, he ran when any human came near.

Winter is coming and the grass is damp and wet so we crawl under any wood or tin we can find since the
ground has some warmth still, or a car that has parked up although the heat does not stay long.

When it rains we find cover under any bushes or back porches or in an open window until we are thrown out.

I have learnt to be a good runner and you must watch out for the cats that can really fight, they go for the eyes
and ears so you have a disadvantage and in my case, they get their claws caught in the knotted fur.

I have noticed the black and white Tom cat at the top end of the street and we often end up in a ball rolling
down the hill while scrapping.

The only thing I ever think of is where I can get the next meal from and where I can find cover.

I often feel tired now the frost has hit and the ground is frozen. Any food that is out I struggle to eat and when I
do it burns my throat and tummy so I tend to try and find homes that have food under cover for their pets.

I watch them and wonder why I cannot be loved liked that and long for the attention.

I often feel the freezing ground through my paws and sometimes the pain is unbearable.  I feel it in my side and
some parts of my body, it takes all my energy to find somewhere warm enough I can stand.

I have managed to come across a home that has left food for me under cover and there are other cats there, but
this is a human and I do not trust them.

I take the food and run under cover where I can, months have gone past and finally I feel so tired I let her take
me inside.

I am immediately washed and my fur is cut back, my ears are cleaned and the buzzing has gone I feel fresh
suddenly, I can hear again.

I am put in a small room that night and in the morning, I am put in a small carrier and put in one of those things
that move, I find myself in a large room with other animals.

I hear them call Ginger Megs, then I am taken down a corridor and left.

When I wake I feel drowsy and then my human takes me home.
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I am put in the bedroom upstairs and loved, I only let her close to me and I rub myself up to her I feel so grateful,
I have found true love.

I notice other humans come up to see me that shooed me away and I let them pat me.

My lady brushes me often and puts stuff on the back of my neck, I do not have to scratch any more, I feel fresh
and the tightness of my skin has gone and the pulling sensation, I do not want to hiss at other animals or
people.

I curl up on my blanket normally in the lounge and watch a box with the other cats, I am so happy I knead my
blanket and purr a lot.

Every time my lady comes in and calls Ginger Megs, I come to her and jump on her lap I love being loved and I
feel so connected, the Tom I scrapped with is now my best friend and we sit either side of the garden, I still see
the Tom with the broken tail and I know how he feels, all we wanted was to be wanted and loved.

Several months have gone by and I start to have dizzy spells and find sometimes my walking is effected, and I
feel a funny feeling in my chest.

I still love my food and I do not know how to tell my human.

Suddenly, I have a funny turn and let out a strange meow, my lady picks me up and I feel okay again then I feel
my chest missing a beat so I wrap myself around her feet. I am picked up and taken into the lounge, I am now
having trouble breathing and I start panting.

I am put in a carrier and driven to a large place with other animals my breathing is getting harder, I am rushed
into a room where I feel a prick then I am in the spirit world.

I jumped on the bed and I know my lady felt me for there was no other cats, and I heard her say, is something
missing? I play with the tom and the broken tail.

Because of the extreme cold I discovered the other Ginger Tom died of ulcers on the kidneys and if my lady had
not got him he would have died a long and painful death as for me I had heart failure and strokes because of
living rough. Tom the black and white cat I fought died of aids when he got bitten in the head by an infected cat.
We all play in the garden and stay around and know that we were eventually loved and enjoyed our lives before
joining other spirits.

Did you know?

Drake Centre Report.
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How A Cat's Heart Works
A cat's heart has four chambers. The two upper chambers are called the  atrium  (plural atria), and the lower
chambers are called the ventricles. Additionally, the heart has a right and left side, each containing one atrium
and one ventricle. A cat's heart works as follows:

 Veins carry exhausted blood from the body to the right atrium

 Blood is stored in the right atrium momentarily until being pumped into the

right ventricle

 The right ventricle pumps the blood into the lungs, where it is infused with

fresh oxygen

 The blood then �ows from the lungs back into the heart via the left

ventricle

 The largest muscle of the heart, which is located in the left ventricle, pumps

the freshly oxygenated blood to all other organs and body parts

 Once the blood is circulated and exhausted, veins carry it back toward the

heart via the right atrium to begin the process again

Although general veterinary practitioners can diagnose and treat many conditions, treating heart problems in
cats requires specialized training in veterinary cardiology.

What Is Cardiomyopathy?
Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM), which literally means disease of the heart muscle, is a cardiac condition
that causes a thickening and/or stretching of the heart's walls. The two main forms of cardiomyopathy
are Dilated and Restrictive.

 Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM) causes the heart muscle to weaken, which

results in the heart becoming enlarged and contracting (or moving blood)

weakly

 Restrictive Cardiomyopathy (RCM)  and are identi�ed but lesser

understood than DCM, including having no known causes or treatments

presently available

Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy is usually diagnosed once a veterinarian rules out secondary causes of
thickening, including:
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 Hyperthyroidism

 Systemic hypertension

 Aortic stenosis

Although there are many types of potential heart problems in cats, Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy is by far the
most common heart condition to affect the feline population.

What Causes Heart Disease in Cats?
According to the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA), heart disease in cats affects 1 of every 10
cats worldwide. Heart disease is a condition in which an abnormality of the heart is present. Heart disease in
cats is a medical precursor to congestive heart failure in cats, because heart disease can lead to congestive heart
failure in cats if untreated.

Heart disease in cats can be either congenital or acquired:

 Congenital heart disease in cats is present at birth, and can be inherited

from the parents

 Acquired, or adult onset heart disease in cats often occurs in middle-aged

to older animals due to wear and tear on the heart structures, but can also

result from an injury or infection

While cardiomyopathy is the most common form of acquired, adult onset heart problems in cats, the two most
common types of congenital heart disease in cats are:

 Malformations of a heart valve

 Defects in the wall that divides the right and left halves of the heart

Both types of congenital heart disease cause blood to flow abnormally through the defect. The disturbance in
the blood flow causes abnormal vibration or a heart murmur in cats. There are also various stages of heart
disease and congestive heart failure in cats that veterinarians use to determine severity:
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 Asymptomatic: Heart disease in cats is detected, but there is a lack of any

outward signs. Additionally, a heart murmur in cats or arrhythmia may also

be present.

 Mild to moderate heart failure: Signi�cant clinical signs of congestive heart

failure are in evidence both at rest and while active.

 Advanced heart failure:  Critical clinical signs are evident, including

respiratory distress, ascites (�uid in the body cavity), and profound exercise

intolerance. The prognosis will worsen with each passing stage, and the

need for aggressive treatment will increase
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Symptoms of Heart Problems in Cats
There are several possible symptoms of heart problems in cats that cat owners can be on the lookout for,
including:

 Lethargy/weakness/inactivity

 Dif�culty with or discontinuing exercise

 Shortness of breath or dif�culty breathing possibly accompanied by �uid

build-up in the lungs and chest

 Sudden paralysis of the hind quarters

 Fast breathing during dormancy (not panting)

 Fainting/collapse

 Chronic coughing

 Regularly elevated heart rate

The above symptoms can indicate one of many possible conditions, including feline heart disease and
potentially something unrelated to the cardiovascular system. If you notice any of the above symptoms, we
recommend scheduling an appointment with our veterinarians immediately.

Diagnosis of Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy in
Cats
Diagnosing hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in cats begins with one of the most effective diagnostic tools for
detecting heart disease in cats: A Cardiac Examination. A cardiac examination allows us to follow a thorough
investigative protocol to determine the presence and extent of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in cats. A cardiac
examination can include some or all of the following procedures:
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 Physical exam: We listen to your cat's heart and lungs with a stethoscope to

check for abnormal sounds

 Ultrasound:  We can view and measure your cat's heart's chamber, valves

and muscles, as well as the major cardiac vessels using soundwaves and

without any pain or invasion

 Blood pressure:  We perform a standard, non-invasive blood pressure test

to monitor systolic and diastolic pressure

 Electrocardiogram (EKG):  We measure the electrical activity of your cat's

heart to diagnose heart murmur in cats, among other conditions

 X-Rays: We can view the heart's overall size, its positioning in the chest, and

the general condition of the lungs

 Blood analysis:  We can perform a complete blood work chemistry to help

assess the general health of our patient

A blood chemistry analysis can also determine the level of thyroid hormone present in the bloodstream. This is
very helpful when evaluating hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in cats, because an overactive thyroid gland can be
an underlying cause of heart disease.

Treatment of HCM
Presently, there is no cure for hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in cats. Changes to the size and structure of the
heart muscle are irreversible. The longer HCM is allowed to go untreated, the more severe any changes become.
However, in some cases where the heart disease is secondary to a treatable condition such as hyperthyroidism,
then the symptoms may be alleviated when the underlying condition is corrected.

The good news is that your veterinarian can prescribe several different types of medication that help reduce the
risk of congestive heart failure in cats resulting from HCM. In some cases, medication can help:

 Relax the heart muscle

 Slow down heart rate

 Decrease the workload of the heart

These changes provide the heart more time to fill and drain, thus allowing for a reduced chance of damage and
failure. Because heart medication is modifying the function of the heart, it is important to strictly follow your
veterinarian's recommendations for dosage and administration frequency.
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Owners of cats with HCM should monitor their feline friends for any changes in their condition, even if they
seem minor at first glance. This includes learning how to monitor respiratory rates and other vital signs at
home, which a veterinarian can help with. It is also important to come in for a exam with any changes in your
cat's health or behaviour and keep up all recheck appointments for the best outcome.

Complications Associated With HCM
Many felines diagnosed with HCM eventually develop signs of congestive heart failure. Cats with HCM are at
risk for developing blood clots that can escape the heart and eventually become lodged in a blood vessel that
has become too narrow. This is called a thromboembolism. A common area for this to occur is the hind quarters
region, at the point the aorta splits before going into each rear leg. If this happens, paralysis and severe pain
will result. In fact, the paralysis and pain are very common reasons many owners initially bring their cat to see a
veterinarian. However, what they thought might be a broken leg or lameness is actually hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy in cats.

With supportive veterinary and in-home family care, between 40%-50% of patients with thromboembolic
disease can internally break down clots and regain some amount of limb function over time.

Due to the nature of how blood clots fragment and disperse throughout the body, cats that experience blood
clotting once are at a significantly increased risk of developing another clot within the following weeks or
months. Because of the sombre prognosis for cats that have suffered a thromboembolic event, some owners
elect euthanasia.

 Hi, I am Ginger Megs, thank you for reading my story.
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 Hi, I am Ruby now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

As soon as I came into the world I knew I was special. I went to a home with my man human in the south of
England and generally life was good. I was left to my own most of the time and jumped out the window often
when I felt the urge to find a found a tom to satisfy my needs.

I felt the pains I knew so well when I was ready to give birth to my litter. I found a corner in the room with some
clothing left in it and before long I felt all my kittens delivered. This time it was quick, and I licked them and
washed them, feeling the love for my kittens and caressing them all carefully.

My human has gone away, and I have not seen him for a long time. The other human gives me lesser amounts of
food which is starting to worry me since I need to produce enough milk for my kittens.

I can hear him talking and suddenly I hear a rumbling noise in the driveway and a lot of things being packed, I
am lifted carefully and put into a carrier with my four kittens.
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I feel the rumble of the car and before long I can see sky and different scenery A long time passes and I try to get
comfortable in this big moving thing. The other human kept looking at me and checking.

We pulled up outside a big home and taken inside my kittens and I were put in a much larger carrier where we
had our own enclosed toilet. Our food was handed to me in dishes and my kittens grew quickly and before long
they opened their eyes and little squeals came from them.

I noticed the other cats in the home, a little white and black cat that obviously had been spoilt by the lady of the
house which I took an instant dislike to, and the black and white tom cat who just sat happily, he was so easy
going I hardly knew he was there and was always in the garden with the man.

A big white cat with a spot on her eye just keeps watching me and the kittens, and every now and then the little
black and white cat walks by and hisses.

My kittens get heaps of attention and I noticed the white cat loving one of my kittens I could smell her on it and
I went for my kitten, so the human took the kitten away and when he handed her back I could only smell kitten
and accepted her with the others.

There were a lot of barbecues and laughter, this was very different to where I came from it’s nice and quiet and
the home buzzes with laughter and treats, food is plentiful and to my liking and we all get fresh meat and cat
biscuits very different to the small amount of food I got before.

My kittens are fed fresh strips of meat as soon as they are old enough and they lap it up.

My kittens had been gone for a short while and then I am taken in the car to the animal place and left.

I hear Ruby called and I am taken down the long corridor and placed in a room with the other cats.

I meowed and before long I was in a deep sleep, hours passed and when I woke up I felt a little drugged
although I could stand. Then I saw my lady human and I was back home before I knew it and put back into the
large carrier to recover.

I really missed my kittens and I feel a sadness come all over me, I just rested and before long the stitches
dissolved, and the slight tingling goes away.

Days have passed and soon I see my lady human come through with a basket and I notice inside my two kittens
I was filled with joy and jumped off immediately and onto the basket, they were let out and I played with them
hugging and licking them and they nudge me, I could not stop purring I felt so happy.
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I watched my kittens get into as much mischief as they could playing, jumping, climbing curtains and running
around, they grew quickly and before long we all got on the bed and snoozed in the afternoon light.

The kittens enjoyed climbing up whatever they could and pulled clothes off hangers or swung on doors.

Snowy is the one to calm down any cats and has made herself the head. I go for Angel every chance I can and get
pulled away and yelled at. Angel is put in the room with the man I came up from the South of England with
although there is a strange smell as he is not clean and Angel showed her disapproval by peeing on his dirty
clothes.

Snowy intervenes and keeps the peace, every now and then I feel the water gun as I go for a cat.

Another cat has arrived Molly, she is a thin black cat and very shy, I cannot stand cats that feel sorry for
themselves and act as if the world is against them therefore I make a bee line for her, but she just jumps out of
my way.

Time has passed, and I have noticed the Tom cat does not feel very well so we all leave him be, suddenly he is
taken ill and taken away and we do not see him again.

A while later another grey and white female cat appears, she is placed in the large cat carrier and before long a
black cat who is her brother joins us. They both dominate the bed and we struggle to get near our lady, I always
meow to get some attention.

We have all settled in and Tom and Snowy rule they have a calming effect about them that all of us respect and
Snowy really mothers everyone, I noticed Angel has gone and not come back and also some of the people that
lived here.

Tom is very different to Spot he strolls as if he owns the place and street and demands attention from our lady
as much as possible especially when she is downstairs. My kittens have grown, and Sandy likes the curtains
hanging in the roof, she uses them as a hammock and jumps on top of every piece of furniture she can find.

We all go crazy for cat nip when it is put out rubbing it all over our fur, I love the smell on my coat and at Easter
time we get plenty in our Easter eggs which does not last long.

We all look forward to opening the big bag of cat biscuits, Sandy has got very good at it and most of the cats
follow her.

I look up to see another two small kittens which have been put in the cat basket and shortly after a black kitten
as well, the new arrivals get plenty of attention.
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They are not as naughty as my two, although the bigger one likes to steal the food when the humans are not
watching.

It is not long before everyone is let out, then an older cat arrives, she just lies around and gives her adorable look
and gets all the attention when other humans arrive.

Every time a new cat comes we get our order in place then another arrives.

There has been a lot of activity in the street and it is to do with the cat in the shop roof, we now have the mother
cat, who is cranky and hates other cats she only gives affection to our lady she swipes at all of us, so all the cats
keep their distance.

I come into the kitchen to find another small cat about a year old she is very much like Possum my daughter
some hissing goes on initially, but we have all grown to like her and now some of the cats have become good
friends.

Molly only comes up now and then she is mainly an outdoor cat, we sometimes acknowledge her although we
have formed a pack and look after each other.

Blackie who is very like Molly has now moved in, he loves sleeping in the conservatory, until Snowy chases him
although they seem to be getting on better these days.

The latest human that moved in has now brought in her two cats, and I love going for them until I get told off
and sent out of the room.

We have all found our favourite places in the house we to want to be and manage to get some time with our
lady.

Did you know?

Cats like people have different personalities, depending on breed of cat, where they come from and their genes
to whether they are going to be adventurous, playful, quiet etc.

Depending on the personalities it is important to control bullying and aggression, cats normally respond to
their environment, if the home is calm and happy the cats will be settled, cats do not like anger or unhappiness,
they are very sensitive and very loyal to the one that looks after them. 

Hi, I am Ruby, thank you for reading my story.
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 Hi, I am Sandy now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

 Life for me has been a lot of fun, I came into this earth with one brother and two sisters, my brother is ginger
like me and gets into as much mischief as he can.

My mother loves us, and when we were tiny all four of us kittens were taken to another place for a brief time,
we played and bounced until my sister, one of the tortoiseshell kittens, jumped up onto a shoe cabinet which
fell and killed her instantly. 

Shortly after that my sister and I were brought back to the big home we enjoyed so much, my brother was left
behind, when we got home as soon as our mother saw us, she jumped onto the cat cage, we were let out and
straight away she played with us, grabbed us, licked us and tumbled.
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As soon as my sister and I could eat we were given ham and chicken which was cut finely and loved it, of course
these days it’s just cat food, well the smell of it, YUK.

I always tried to pinch the fresh meat and run behind the oven to eat it on my own. Sometimes the packet
would not fit behind the cooker and I really struggled. Then I grew and could not fit behind the cooker.

Then my sister and I would run up the curtains and swing on the curtain pole until it bent and we fell down the
curtains onto the floor, Christmas was a lot of fun, we enjoyed jumping into a big umbrella with little white
balls.  The only problem was our lady had to dig them out of our ears and eyes constantly.   Once we broke the
umbrella, skidded across the floor and had little white balls all over the house, which we enjoyed even more by
skidding more across the loungeroom, I love hiding anything I can get, sometimes my lady finds things like tea
bags, bags, small containers under the bed or in her shoes.

Snowy the big white cat is like a second mother and we all go to her because she gives all of us love and keeps
stability in the household.

Spot the black and white cat is so laid back we can do anything with him but when we get too much we feel the
swipe of his paw.

Angel dislikes us and lets us know we have invaded her territory and gives a hiss and growl, so I sit right next to
her and edge my paw and tail onto her until she growls then give her that disapproving look and touch her
more, she has kind of warmed to me, she now hisses at Possum my sister.

We have always had heaps of love and cuddles and I enjoy getting under the covers every now and then, we
were not let outside for a long time, we were taken in that moving thing to a place with a long corridor and left,
both my sister and I felt drowsy and as soon as we ate and could stand up our lady was there for us.

We felt uncomfortable for a brief time and were let out of the big carrier to play with the other cats, finally we
could venture into the garden, it is so large, all these flying things to go at and plenty of shades, trees, flowers
and the chirping of birds.

Both Possum and I did not go far at first, but we finally got our confidence and kept with the other cats,
suddenly Spot went missing and did not return, then Angel went and did not come back, I felt nervous about
what happens if I go, where did the other cats go?

Then a grey and white cat came and a black cat, they played like Possum and I do. Tom now rules the home
instead of Spot, he strolls with authority and holds his head high to let us know he is boss.

After a while a lady from across the road brought over a black and white cat who just lays around as though she
is the queen and gets heaps of attention when she puts on her cute look and lays around. 
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I love jumping into the curtain on the roof it makes a great hammock and I get annoyed when I get poked from
underneath i always let out a disapproving Me-ow, I wait until I can hear my human on the phone and jump on
the phone cutting her off or kick my back paws out so her cup and the liquid in it goes flying, when she
yells“Sandy!!”  I know I am in trouble and run for it.

I like to jump up on the shelves in the lounge room and my lady’s favourite lamp was there, so I flicked my paws
back and it went flying, she yelled at me I managed a quick escape while she picked up the glass. 

When my human is not watching and if she yells at me I jump up onto a shelf and flick my back paws knocking
things flying. Once my human ended up wearing a witch ornament on her head like a hat- it was so funny! I
have also managed to flick a glass out of the cupboard, I know when she is angry and lucky for me there are
plenty of places to hide.

I hate bath time and claw and me-ow at everything  especially the teeth cleaning, what does she think this is?! I
must say I do feel a lot better afterwards, but I smell too nice, I try and find some dirt to roll in as soon as I can.  

When there are visitors with a pad I sit on the paper then twist their stick item in my mouth until they blow in
my face, then I stick my bum and tail in their face before leaving. I love handbags, these are great  because they
have packets with paper and I like to shred the paper and leave the mess on top or pinch what small item I can
find. 

I often hear them say how cute I am, Easter time is great we have special treats like our Easter egg which has
catnip and I love rolling on this and getting it all over my fur.

When my human is asleep I love climbing up the clothes and pulling them off the hangers, so she cannot open
the door,when she gets annoyed I run and hide then come down the stairs as if nothing has happened. 

The doors are great fun as well, when I jump onto the shelf and then onto the top of the door it swings with me
and when the door goes fast I jump onto the bed onto another cat and play tumble. 

We noticed another two kittens have come and they are so small they get all the attention like we did when we
were tiny, then days later another black kitten arrives, and since I am a leader they follow me with as much
mischief they can get into.

I love it when my lady does the housework, bed making is wholesome fun, I ruffle up the sheets and try and get
into the pillows which helps her a lot and when the table is being done I play with the cloth. When she lifts me
up and kisses me I give a me-ow fo disapproval.  

Another cat has come, she is grey and has patterns like us although she is always cranky and swipes at every cat
so we all keep our distance except for Starmack the black kitten, he likes to wind her up.
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 I found myself cornered by another cat, and I me owed in distress, to my surprise all the cats I live with came to
my aid and the stray was chased away and I was safe again. 

Blacky, a black male cat, has also joined us, Snowy likes to go for him, until our human shouts at her. He likes to
sleep on top of one of the lounge chairs but the other cat that looks like him does not come in any more, and
most of us do not welcome her since she is not part or our pack. 

Another human with two more cats has joined us and now the cat order has changed again. My mum, Ruby,
disapproves of them although they have settled in and are treated like the rest of us. We have all found our
favourite spots, I like to jump in the linen cupboard and sleep on anything soft.  

I like to also venture to other gardens, my favourite garden is two doors down, and I sit outside their window. I
noticed there are new people there now, so I am wary of them, and since this is my other garden I will soon win
them over because I have been here the longest. Ha Ha! I will wait for my opportunity.

Did you know? 

That ginger cats are loving and fun, if they are a Bengal then you will find they are intelligent and curious.  They
enjoy climbing high places, interact well with humans and are very active.

Hi, I am Sandy, thank you for reading my story.
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 Hi, I am Possum now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

All I can remember is life is so much fun, I have always had heaps of love, my mother looked after us and played
with us food was plenty and we had heaps of things to play with. There was always plenty of music and the
house was often buzzing with people. We got treats and soon as we were old enough we had finely chopped up
chicken and ham. My favourite is tuna I just love the taste and feel of the oil and flaky meat.
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I played with my brother and sisters and for a brief time we were taken from the big house and taken to
another home, where we all played through tunnels. There was a dog and another cat which we all jumped over
and we had plenty of attention.

Then I heard the lady of the house scream. My sister that looks like me jumped onto the shoe cabinet which fell
onto her, she laid still and lifeless with her eyes open. Shortly afterwards she was put in a box and we did not
see her again. We were then taken back to the home where our mother was and my brother that looked like
Sandy was left behind with the cat and dog.

As soon as our lady walked in with the cat carrier with us inside, our mother cat jumped on top of the carrier, as
soon as we were let out, our mother cat played, cuddled and licked us, we knew we were home.

Snowy the big cat would just love us and we saw her as the other mother figure, spot the male cat just laid
around and would play every now and then  and Angel the small cat would hiss at us and run off.

Our lady would give Angel cuddles and attention although she would hide away our mother was not going to
put up with the hissing and would go for her, when there was a BBQ our mother cornered Angel under the
lounge seat and the man in the house pulled our mother off her and had Angel in the bedroom.

My sister would encourage me to get into as much fun as we could, I loved the curtains they are easy to climb up
and twirl around the poles although when they drop you must run quick.

Easter is great we get our favourite milk and Easter egg which we all love rolling over before eating. It tastes
great and we love the little treats.

At night, all the cats sleep with our lady and we all love to cuddle up except when Snowy tries to chase Angel
off, and our lady must rescue her. Spot sleeps on the pillow with his head on our lady and wraps his paws
around her, my sister and I wait until the house is quiet then climb up the clothes and pull them down so the
doors do not open or slide on the jeans on the top shelve so they fall on the ground.

When people come over I like to shy away and when I am picked up I give a loud meow, my lady tells me I am
like a little girl in a cat’s body, I look up at her through my large yellow eyes.

Spot is not well and we find it hard to approach him. Then suddenly he has gone and we do not see him again.
Then a lady comes over often and Angel is taken away and never comes back.

Both my sister and I start to hide a lot as we do not want to leave, then a grey and white cat Sandy appears and
then a black cat Tom. Sandy and Tom play together like Sandy and I do, and before long we realise that Tom and
Snowy hold the top spot in the house and keep the harmony.
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Some people have left and the house is much calmer now we do not feel on edge. Another two people have
moved in and a small black cat arrives.  Molly who is very shy keeps close to Snowy always snugging up to her.
Then they leave and Molly stays with us although she does not come in that often any more.

Then another black and white cat arrives, she is put in our big cage for a week before mixing in with us the lady
that brought her over was crying and left without her.

Every time the lady that took Angel comes over, Pepsi lies down on the device she is using and is constantly
taken off by our lady. We just play under any large cloth hanging over the wooden stair way and pull them
down and wrap ourselves up in them.

Then a cat arrives that is not well and does not stay long. Then some kittens and the following week another
kitten, they all play together and we are left to chill out on the beds.

It was not long before one of the kittens did not come back it was hurt badly and laid still like my sister did and
we did not see him again. We do not venture far for the garden is a lot of fun with all the moths and small flying
items which we try to constantly catch, and Snowy and my mummy keeps an eye on us.

We love playing in other gardens for a brief time before coming home, and when our lady comes home we know
it is feeding time so every cat comes home from all over the place to get fed.

We all love curling up against our lady and we purr a lot. Some of the cats nudge their way through and
sometimes it is hard to get the attention, and we all hate teeth cleaning days and bath time although every cat
gets done.

I must say I feel a lot happier as I dry out and I feel my fur is light and soft and I feel fresh and love being
brushed.

Christmas was great fun we had a tree with an umbrella and little balls. My sister, mum and I jumped in the
umbrella which collapsed and the little balls went everywhere and we skidded on them across the loungeroom.
The balls were annoying when they got into our eyes and ears which our lady constantly took out.

We love the bright paper and the mess and roll around in it.     We get all our favourite treats and we all have
plenty of rest and our lady is home for a nice long time which is wonderful.

Another black cat has arrived he is like Molly and does like attention but keeps to himself and Snowy goes for
him until she is told off. We have all found our favourite spots in the house and we have found the ones we want
to be friends with so we nudge up against the cats that we care about.
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I like to sleep on the bed and go for a short climb up the tree and play in the garden for a brief time these days, I
enjoy the company of the other cats on the bed and the big bag of biscuits which we eat constantly.

Now a lady has moved in and there is a grey cat and black and white cat they stayed in the bedroom before
venturing out but now we have selected our order in the household again, and life is pretty good.

Did you know?

1. Shy cats tend to go to one member in the family, it is important to have routine and pay attention to
the cat, remember with a shy cat you must have time and patience take the process of socialization
one small step at a time, take time to make sure the cat is comfortable they may hide freeze in place
and hunch down to appear smaller.

Hi, I am Possum, thank you for reading my story.

                                

 Hi, I am Molly, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!   
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I was born with six other kittens and enjoyed playing with my brothers and sisters although I was the shy one
in the pack and always got pushed out of the way.  As soon as I was old enough I was given to a young couple,
they had me for a brief time then I was given to some other people who had a small child but I became very
lonely. These people enjoyed the good times, they had long sticks which stuck out of their mouths and powder
stuff, the room smelt strange to me and I would sometimes feel so relaxed and spaced out I just rested where
ever I was.

I felt sexual urges before long and I was pinned down by a black and white tom cat with piercing yellow eyes my
neck felt the piercing of the teeth and I felt the pain of him inside me, shortly after I felt the pain of delivering
my kitten. I had my kittens on top of a large white tall box that was warm, the heat coming from behind it. I
jumped up into a box on top and cuddled up and was ready to have my kittens. I licked them, they were all black
like me, they meowed and sucked off me which sometimes annoyed me.  I played with them, washed them and
licked them and it was not long before they were going in the tray and drinking milk and eating soft food.

Weeks had passed, and all my kittens disappeared, the house I live in has become a mess and there is a lot of
movement, other humans have arrived. Suddenly I am held down and put in a cat carrier.

I am taken in the back of this moving thing to a big house with other cats and put in a large carrier with my own
food, water and bowl.  I feel very nervous, days passed, and I am taken to a room with other animals and down a
corridor and left, when I wake I feel uncomfortable then the human returns she takes me back to the home
with cats.

I am eventually let out and mix with the other cats, I meow a short squeaky meow, when the food is put out, I
stand back and even when it is put in front of me I do not eat it until the others have then I go for my food.  I shy
away from the other cats and the more I do, the more they pick on me with the odd hiss and pat of the paw.

I find my loyal friend in Snowy the big cat, she is the most respected cat and all the other cats go to her, I love
being licked and curl up against her, I do not like the cat with the kittens, she is aggressive and goes for me, I run
and hide under beds or on windowsills.

I find I am constantly chased and feel frightened at times so my human keeps me separate for a while so I
scratch the furniture because it reminds me of being locked in that long room, although I do have my own food
and water and sleep and eat when I want to.

I noticed three little kittens in the big carrier I was in and they play happily together.   When I am let out I go
near the bush near the main road, my human calls for me and I come back, I am constantly wondering what is
on the other side.

I play outside with Snowy and nudge her all the time, I feel comfort with her and she encourages me to go for
my food and not to shy away, another cat has been handed to my human, I recognise the lady from across the
road.
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I feel even shyer and try and keep outside more, I hate it when I get bathed although my fur and skin feels a lot
better, when I get checked and my teeth done like all the others we all try and hide at these times, although our
human always manages to get us all done.

I like to follow my human and I followed her all the way to the shops, when she calls’ Molly!’ I come after her, I
have decided not to come in and stay in the cat kennel, I have walked down to the other human that my lady
sees often and I get fed there.

A big cat has arrived here, he is just like me, he walks, meows and looks like me I make friends with him and he
encourages me to go for the food, I shy away and these cats go for me, I am learning to defend for myself and
fight back.

 I do not want to be near humans and I run off when they get too close, I like living between the two homes, and
my lady always keeps the kennel clean for me and I get fed at both homes, I find my favourite spots, lately I
would rather be at the large home and do not belong to anyone, I try and outwit them and keep my distance. I
like it this way I have my freedom and the comfort of outdoor furniture.

Snowy often sneaks out and comes to me and Blackie the big cat he often walks with me, I have made friends
with the little black cat and we play happily, although the black and white female cat at the big house I am
always scrapping with, sometimes she catches me and I feel the pain of her claw when she pulls my fur.

I feel very happy with myself since I have not had my teeth cleaned or looked after, although sometimes they
put things in my food which I do not like, the downside is I do not feel as good sometimes since these little black
things can get annoying, I have managed to stay away from spray when I sleep in my kennel I noticed they drop
off and die.

I have plenty of water and shyly meow at my humans and follow them I have plenty of places to stay and get
out of the cold, but when it gets too cold I run inside.

 

Did you know?

It can be easy to confuse a shy cat with a feral cat; a shy cat will bond with at least one human and feral cat will
avoid all contact with humans.

So, what is the difference? Feral cats are either born wild, or adapted to feral life after the feeling of being lost or
abandoned.
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Feral cats keep their distance from humans, adjusting their lifestyle, if their basic survival needs are met, feral
cats usually do better living outdoors on their own terms.

A shy cat will be timid and will bond with at least one person in the family and the cat will be physically
affectionate with that person, will purr and meow and seek his human out at meal times.

Timid cats will hide under beds, shy cats often need to learn to be more confident, approachable and sociable.

Shy cats do better in quiet homes as they have a genetic predisposition to be fearful.

Hi, I am Molly, thank you for reading my story.

 Hi, I am Patch, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!   
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I came into the world with my two brothers, we lived in a factory where there was plenty of fresh meat and
moving items coming and going, the area was dark and cool, and we played with our mother, one of my
brothers and I was put into a box and put in a moving item to a big house with other cats we hissed and
growled, we had little black annoying things all over our bodies. 

As soon as we were handed to a lady the man and women left and we were put in a large cage, I was taken
upstairs first, washed, tried and a solution put on me, the little black things disappeared then I was put back
into the cage, then my brother was taken up stairs and came back wet.

We had thin strips of meat, cat milk and water and we both cuddled up together, I felt frightened, there was
other cats in the house much bigger than us that sniffed around the box, over the days that came there was
music playing and we were both picked up often and cuddled and loved and played with, I soon forgot about the
big building and played happily.

Was not too long when another kitten joined us he was a little older and we all played together, we had plenty
of treats and plenty of attention.

We were let out for short periods when we got older we could play together running up and down stairs and
running through the house, we were not allowed out in the garden and I wandered what it was like to be with
the older cats.

Then we were taken in the moving item to a large place and left and picked up hours later I felt drowsy and my
brother wobbled to his feet once we both could sit we noticed our lady come for us and was taken home.

Weeks had passed and we were able to venture into the garden, I was scared to go out at first, and both my
brother and I came inside then we got our confidence and chased all flying things we could, the garden was fun,
it had climbing things, branches and frogs and buzzing things, it was full of colour and smells I never knew.

The older cats kept an eye on us and made sure we did not venture to far, we came in when we were called since
all of us knew this was dinner time and we had plenty to eat, my brother would climb up the backs of people
and nudge his way to the food before anyone else.

Snowy the big white cat we all go to, she mothers us and lately we have found comfort in sleeping on the bed
with our lady, we get warm and love being near her.

My brother and I sleep with Snowy in the big sun room, we have a lot of comfort here and when our lady is
working we climb up for some affection.

Today some of the windows are being replaced so we are put back into the big carrier since there is a lot of men
about and the music is playing loud, which hurts my ears since they are sensitive.
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We know this is a special time of year since we all have special treats and all our favourites and plenty of paper
it is great playing with all new things and our lady is around more.

Another cat has joined us who is much older she has settled in and a small female cat who is a little older than
us, Socks the grey cat hisses and growls at us so we all keep clear of her.

There is a little black and white cat Fluffy she has not been well and has been taken away we have not seen her
and another big black cat has moved in we play with him outside.

Then this morning my brother did not nudge his way in as usual I felt something was wrong then my lady
turned up with his stiff body he had blood all over him and I knew he ran out onto the road, this made me more
inquisitive and why he was not with us, our lady keeps calling us away from the road where these moving items
go up and down.

Every time our lady goes somewhere we meow in a disapproving way, why does she have to disappear often we
do not see much of her.

We are so excited when she returns and sometimes she has treats for us, I love being here I have plenty of
friends and fun.   Starmack the black kitten lately keeps trying to hump me, I meow and manage to escape then
we play tumble and chase each other he is my closest friend.

 

Did you know?   

There is no doubt that cats love us as much as we love them, people who have not been blessed with our furry
feline love will have a tough time in believing the beauty they bring into our lives. They express themselves in
diverse ways and communicate to us their undying love.

Hi, I am Patch, thank you for reading my story. 
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 Hi, I am Little Spot, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

I came into the world with two brothers a little like me, and we were born in the corner of the warehouse. It was
nice and warm from the heat of the motors, and smelt strong of meats, we played happily together but then
things changed when big men came in with these tins on their back and big long silver sticks, the substance
took our breaths away.

My mother was cornered and put in a carrier, and my brother and I were taken to this big house and handed to a
lady, we growled, hissed and tried to scratch her but we were both put in a big carrier then the man left.

My brother was picked up first and taken away he came back wet and smelt fresh, then it was my turn, I was
washed, de flea teeth cleaned, ears checked and cleaned, dried, brushed and put with my brother in the warm
kitchen. All the other big cats came around the carrier sniffing us, we both snugged up to each other in a ball in
the corner of the carrier, I did not feel itchy anymore and we dried in no time, our fur was light and fluffy. I felt
scared as I had not seen so many big cats before.
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We were picked up a lot and cuddled and played with, we soon settled in we both purred a lot and it was not
long before a black long slim kitten Star Mack a little older than us joined us, he was washed and cleaned like us.

We all played together tumbled and jumped we became very good friends, while the music played the people
would hold us in their hands giving us heaps of love and attention and play with us the music was on a lot.

We had fresh strips of chicken and meat as well as kitten food, I loved it here we had so much fun. We were not
let outside for some time, I would run up everyone’s back and nudge my way in to get whatever food the
humans had on their plate, fresh chicken is my favourite.

We often had treats and fresh milk, and the older cats accepted us, although we hear a growl every now and
then. We are let out more these days, and most of the cats make a b line to the bed where our lady sleeps, I like
to nudge my way under the covers or cuddle up to Snowy the cat that is head of the household with Tom who
strides across the floor.

The people in the house call me Hitler, do not know what that means, and when I was taken in this moving item
to a large room with a corridor they called me Hitler then we were left. It was a long time then our lady picked
us up.

I felt drowsy and a little wobbly on my legs, but the feeling soon wore off me and I felt different, sometime had
passed, and we were finally let out, both my brother and I stepped out for the first time, then returned
immediately, it is scary, everything is so big and so many different smells.

Finally, we all played in the garden and went further it was so great, there was plenty of flying things and
things that jumped all though they were slippery and every now and then our lady would save this item from
us.

Every day our lady called all of us by our names and since it is meal time and the food are so good, I would nudge
my way in to get as much food as I could before anyone else, I would then jump on my lady for some loving and
play. When we were outside all the older cats looked out for us, my lady and the older cats would guide me
away from the hedge and I wanted to know what was out there.

I could hear the wind speed past and see lights, it was getting dark, and I heard my lady call us as per usual, but I
finally decided to go and have a look. I darted out and this light was suddenly upon me. I felt my jaw give way, I
meowed, then I could not breathe my head was dizzy, I felt a sharp pain I meowed again, and I heard my lady
calling I ran around and collapsed, then I felt myself as light as a feather and lifted from where I was and put on
the grass, I do not remember anything else.
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All the other cats went inside, then I felt myself above my body, I could see heaps of blood and then I was met by
other spirits. A cat named Spot who died of aids, and Ginger Megs who had a heart attack from being in the cold
too long, a ginger cat with a broken tail, his owners thought it would be funny to throw him around and kick
him, he left and became a stray looking for a lovely home and never found anyone to love him. He did come
across our lady at the end, but it was too late, he had ulcers on his kidneys from living rough, and was put into
the spirit world before he suffered more. A very beautiful kitten named Cocoa joined me to play she was hit by a
piece of furniture and another little grey and white kitten they all belonged in the house I came from and lived
happy lives except for the little grey kitten and multi coloured kitten who died from hunger because their
mother did not return to them.

Today we all mix with the living cats and look after them. My brother has settled in and is very happy and now
there are even more cats. I now know why my lady tried to keep us safe and tried to guide us I wished I had of
taken notice for I knew she truly loved me and the others, we are grateful and so happy.  Its true curiosity really
does kill the cat.

 Did you know?

According to a report from Pet plan around 230,000 cats are run over each year a report in November 2006.

  Almost a quarter of a million cats are run over on British roads every year. Drivers hit 630 cats every day,
according to insurer Pet plan. Bristol is the top accident blackspot followed by London, the company says.

The safest cities for cats are Grimsby and Dundee, with the lowest number of reported accidents last year.
According to Pet plan, the average vet's bill after a road traffic accident involving a cat is £500.

The firm's research shows that 35 per cent of drivers admit to having hit a cat. Just over one in 10 said they
would leave a cat for dead.

Simon Wheeler, Pet plan's head of marketing, said: "Our research shows that road traffic accidents are a serious
threat to cats. The luckier cats that do survive often suffer terrible injuries. Last year our most expensive claim
came in at over £10,000."

Only half of drivers feel that cat owners should do more to look after their pets and 85 per cent of people believe
reflective collars are a good safety aid. Sixty-four per cent of cat owners say they keep their pets indoors at
night.

Hi, I am Little Spot, thank you for reading my story. 
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 Hi, I am Fluffy, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

I was taken from my mother very young to this long building. There were a lot of children and long grass with a
lot of trees opposite to the building. I slept a lot since the children of the house would go and kick a ball around,
but I had food and water and a box to sleep in.

At night I would watch this box that had moving items on it, I did not like sitting on the floor because it was
cold, and in the kitchen, I had to move carefully because of all the papers and things everywhere. When the
clothes had a smell about them and were left on the floor I would lie down on them.

No one really paid any attention to me, usually I had the odd pat and if the sun was out I would find a spot to
sleep. Then everything changed, boxes was put in the back of the moving thing they then disappeared leaving
the house empty.

Days went by and I had no food, I went to the other places in the long building and was given food every now
and then. The children that would come by would kick me and I would go flying, I felt the pain in my sides and
became very itchy, there were a lot of black things on me.
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I hurt and feel tired all the time, I would try and get food where I could, I have lost a lot of weight and find it
hard to get out of the children’s way, another kick and I feel the pain even more.

I am nothing and all I want to do is not be here the lack of food and these small hard things eating at me I hurt
all over, I have buzzing in my ears and I feel very weak.

Then suddenly a car pulls up, I am put in a carrier and taken in this moving thing to a big house there are other
cats there, I can hear them, and I noticed they all have food and I can hear some of them purring.

I am taken upstairs and washed, all this orange colour is coming off me and I can see these little black things
disappear, I am dried with a towel then brushed, then some liquid is put on the back of my neck. I feel relief, I am
not itchy, and my skin feels fresh. Then I feel poking in my ears and some liquid, my ears are rubbed and
cleaned, I can hear again, and the buzzing is gone.

Then my teeth are cleaned I feel the sticky stuff go from my teeth then I am held like I have never been held
before, I curl up for a little while and fall asleep.

I am woken when the lady gets up she gives me some food and biscuits and cat milk I eat what I can then sit on
the soft bed for me in the carrier.

I fall asleep feeling fresh and comfortable for the first time, then in the morning I am put in another carrier and
taken to this long place with other pets, Fluffy is called and I am taken down a corridor and inspected, I am then
taken back and given tablets for a while.

I get a lot of attention there are several people here and they all make sure I have fresh chicken and meat pieces,
I feel a little scared as there are a lot of cats, the big white cat Snowy is the boss and she welcomes me.

The other cats play together and go outside but I feel too weak to go out, I had lost a lot of body weight and I am
now gaining my strength and when I jump up my sides do not hurt anymore and every day I feel better, I have
found love in my life and I am wanted this makes me so happy.

Then when I go to the toilet I felt myself strain and I felt the pain of my insides giving way and coming out of my
backside.

I am immediately picked up and rushed to the place with other pets, I am taken down the corridor and I feel
myself go into a long sleep and when I wake my lady comes and pick me up.

I am taken home again, and I find I feel more comfortable under the stairs sleeping on the sweet fresh smelling
sheets.
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I gain strength and the will to live, and I find all the cats accept me, and there are plenty of beds to sleep on, the
kittens play happily and some of the cats play tag run in and out tap each other ruffle up the mat jump around
and run out.

It is a special time of the year, and we all have our treats, lobster, prawns, chicken tuna every cat helps
themselves to the biscuits in the front porch and then eat whatever we want, I join in with jumping in and out
of boxes and ruffling the paper.

I feel so happy and I did not know what is like to have my fur brushed and be kissed and cuddled, it so
comforting, I sometimes sleep on the bed with the other cats.

It is late in the evening I am struggling to breath and I am gasping I cannot eat and I am fed spoonful of water,
one of the ladies holds me all night then I am taken with another cat to this place again where other animals
are.

I knew I did not have long to live, they attended to the other cat first, then was my turn, I felt a sharp prick and I
felt no more pain or breathing problems I could see everyone upset and my body taken away.

Today I join the other spirits in the garden where I was so happy, I am accepted here and even though some of
the other spirits when alive were treated with cruelty, we have found happiness, peace and acceptance, we try
and guide the living we will never leave the place of heaven.

Did you know?

Many animals suffer long painful deaths because of the cruelty of people just dumping them or beating them
virtually to death. Life can be so rewarding, fun and enjoyable if only we took the time to love.

 Hi, I am Fluffy, thank you for reading my story.
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                Hi, I am Socks, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!    

When I was born, I was part of a litter of four kittens we played happily until we all could feed ourselves and lap
the milk from the dish, then I was given to a couple not far from the shop, they played with me in the evening
and I felt very lonely at first although as time went by I enjoyed being on my own, I could eat what I wanted I
had plenty to choose from, then it did not seem very long, before I saw boxes and suitcases I knew something
was wrong the house was getting empty over a short time. 

I was put in a carrier and handed to some people with children I was left out side and got used to finding food
where I could, I drank from dripping tapes and found water where I could, when I came on I had plenty of Toms,
and before I knew it I felt the pain of having my first litter.

I was allowed inside, and my kittens had plenty of attention, then the smallest child took one of my kittens and
hung it over the fence there was a big dog in the garden and I heard the squeals of pain and fear and then
nothing, as I ran to the fence I saw her lifeless bloody body.
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Then a few days later the rest of my kittens disappeared I did not want to be anywhere near them, so I walked
the streets until I found someone giving me food every now and then, some days I felt so sick because I had not
eaten for days and I hated every other cat in the street, I felt weary of people since some people would spray me
with the hose.

I swiped at every one, eventually I came across an old person who looked after a big white cat and black and
white they sunned themselves in the glass house, she put a box on the veranda with towels and I slept in there,
every morning we would smell the chicken cooking and I would get some with the other cats at least I now
have food and water.

The seasons came around quickly and before I knew it I was pregnant again, this time I was not going to have
any of my kittens suffer so I found a building which had a whole in the roof and had my litter in their where they
were safe, as soon as my kittens where old enough they would climb up onto the roof with me and would enjoy
the sun.

Then a lot of people came around and three of my kittens where taken they are grey with blue eyes and fluffy,
the multi coloured kitten was having none of this, I saw the roof being dismantled and my last kitten taken,
then a lady with other cats took me.

I now found myself in a house with a big white cat Snowy, black and white male cat Tom and his sister Dusty,
and a Bangel cat Ruby who had only just had her kittens which was old enough to climb up curtains and get
into trouble.

I settled in and had plenty of food and drink I enjoy king prawns cannot stand those small prawns the texture is
not right, when my lady watches the television and has a curry I try and get on the plate to eat the prawns and
normally succeed in getting some rice and my favourite king prawn.

My lady loves me and calls me in she always makes sure I am okay and I love her for looking after me I did not
know what true love was before, I hate getting washed I feel much better afterwards, she took me to this place,
I felt drowsy when I woke and she took me home, I felt uncomfortable for a week all the urges of having a tom
went and I no longer suffer with the pain of having kittens.

Every time it seems when I come home another cat appears, I hiss and growl then after a while we all get used
to each other, although I show my disapproval with other cats, I cannot stand them, it was not long before
another set of kittens arrived, two black and white then days later a black kitten, he is so annoying and loves
running up to me shaking his arse, rolling around throwing his paws at me then running off, I swipe and growl
at him, then our lady rescues him before I get him.
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Then another older black and white cat arrives she loves to roll over and gain a lot of attention, we all know
when special times of the year comes around, since we have our favourite food and treats and drink and at
Christmas we have a buffo with some of our lady’s favourite food and all of us get plenty of attention, since our
lady disappears for extended periods and when she returns she is cleaning cat trays and feeding us.

Our lady is always doing things when she goes away a few of the cat’s meow at her and most of the cats will
greet her on her return.

At times there has been people stopping which I do not like, I can feel the tension in the house and I keep out of
her way.

I remember the pain and isolation of my past and inside I feel very cranky, I show this by lashing out at other
animals in the house, lately I feel uncomfortable in my left eye it is not painful, I must blink several times.

My lady tries different solutions with me some are worse than others, the cream she puts on when I am in the
sun burns me a little although I can move my eye more and the discomfort is getting less, I hate the powder
stuff, I know my lady is doing the best for me and every now and then I show her how much I love her.

When my lady wants me, and I do not want to come, I scratch her and dig my claws in and show my
disapproval.

I enjoy the soup she gives me and the fresh meats and we all have plenty of biscuits which we all open the bag
and tuck straight in.

These days I share the loungeroom with a black and white cat, she is very laid back and loves sleeping on the big
cushion, I like to get up onto the cabinet where I can keep an eye on everyone. 

Did you know?

Stress like humans with cats wreaks havoc on the mind and body, which can cause depression, heart disease
and infectious diseases as well as cancer and other health issues.   This can also cause aggression and being
vulnerable to attack which can cause Feline Aids.

 Hi, I am Socks, thank you for reading my story.
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Hi, I am Princess, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

I was the smallest one in our litter, and when these people came over with their children the youngest girl
picked me up and I was taken to this building where I joined another cat and a dog. 

I did not like the dog and to show my disapproval I often pooed on the carpet.

Whenever they had visitors I was the one everyone picked up, we were not let out and all I could do was look
out the window, most days I just slept there was nothing much else to do.

Then a man and women who came over regularly took me in a carrier to their home with another three cats. I
felt so scared and I would run and hide at first but as we got to know each other I was accepted by them. It did
not seem long before I was put in a carrier again and carted away to a one bedroom flat. I hated the smell of this
place, it was dirty and there was a horrible smell on the clothes and I itched so much.

I had food when he remembered, I pooed and peed on the clothing to make it smell better, he would yell at me
and I would hide.
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Whenever he went to the other home that I came from he took me over there, my fur was getting thin and I
could feel the scabs on my body.

Then this afternoon I was on the large seat in this spacious room where everyone sat and chatted, and a lady
came who I had seen before and she patted and checked me all over. She washed and dried me and put some
substance on and the black annoying things dropped off.

The next time I saw her, she scooped me up in a carrier and I was driven to this big home where she put me in a
large carrier and let the other cats sniff around me, I had plenty of food, water and my own bed and tray.

I was then taken in the moving item to this place where there were plenty of cats and dogs in the room in
carriers. When Princess was called, I was taken down the hallway into a room and felt myself go into a sleep.
When I woke I felt uncomfortable and my lady returned to take me home.

I was put in the big carrier again and taken out for cuddles and pats and before long I was allowed out. I felt very
alone and unwanted I did not know what was wrong, I was worried about being homeless and not having a
place to live and being passed again to somewhere that did not have any food or water, I felt very anxious.

Over the next few weeks I got to know the other cats, I made friends quickly with the kittens and we played in
the garden. One day one of the kittens about the same age as I did not come home. He always barged his way in
for food, but we saw his stiff bloody body and I wandered what happened.

I love playing in the garden there are plenty of flying things and slippery jumping items that squeal. Every now
and then our lady yells at us and picks them up and puts them away from us.

I venture more these days with the older cats, and have made friends with them, they are like a mother to me.
Now and then I poo on the carpet and have been put back in the yellow cage, I meow with disapproval, I noticed
when I use the tray I am let out.

I still poo out of the tray every now and then I feel anxious about being re-homed and want to make sure my
scent is around, so they do not forget me.

Sometimes at night we race each other and jump on the bed, when I feel nervous or know I am in trouble I hide
under the bed or in the wardrobe. I love getting under the covers at night and having a lot of attention from our
lady, I hate it when she notices scabs or something wrong she puts lotions on me then I feel better.

I hate when I get washed and my teeth done, fleas and our ears checked, I know she loves me because she gives
me attention pats and cuddles I never had before.
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When I get hot I sleep on the bed with the other cats, then a lady moved in with another two cats they have
slowly become part of the group.

I do not like it when our lady leaves for extended periods or walks away from the house, I give my disapproving
meow and love running with her to our home, and when she returns from being away we all meow to greet her,
we know we are going to get fed and have treats so we come inside quickly.

I try and steer clear of Socks she swipes at us and I fear her, she is soon round up into a spacious room and I
noticed she gets a lot of attention and solutions which she disapproves of.

I love being here and when I notice my ladies sitting in a small room on a white thing for a brief time I open the
door to get more attention, then there is a rush of water and hands washed and I run out.

I love Christmas I tasted food I never tasted before and plenty of our favourites, cat nip to roll in and plenty of
paper and boxes to jump in and out, life is good now and I feel settled, I am still small and cute, and I use this to
my advantage, I have grown a little since being here and still play a lot with the other kittens.

Did you know?

Cats poo outside the box when they are not well or anxious, in large numbers of cats they may not like the smell
of other cats and will not use them.

Different cat litters they may not approve of, so it is trial and error.

Cat trays must be kept clean, cats will not use dirty trays, they need to be washed regularly. They need to also
know they are accepted

Often punishing bad behaviour brings more bad behaviour, so understanding your pet and limiting any stress
in the household.

Also, virus can spread from one cat to another if not kept clean and can also affect your own health and the
freshness of the home.

Hi, I am Princess, thank you for reading my story. 
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Hi, I am Starmack, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

I was born into a big family there was eleven black kittens, our people were going to keep all of us, we played
happily although I did not want to be here with these cats and children, I am the quiet one that no one notices. 

I see a door open and venture out into the garden there is a light shining through the hole in the gate and I feel
it calling me, I run to it and slip through the hole I chased every pretty flying thing down one street then the
next, I feel so tired I feel I need to rest, I find some prickly bushes in front of me and fall asleep in the sun I do not
know where I am and I am starting to feel my tummy ache with the need for food.

I wander a little further and see these big buildings I stand at the door and meow as loud as I can no one hears
me, I snuggle down into some bushes I feel a little cold.

Then in the morning light I hear barking now I feel very scared and I am frozen to the spot, then I feel myself
being picked up and taken inside in a carrier, with the stale breath of the dog not far away.
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Shortly after I was taken in the moving item to a house and put in a big yellow carrier with another two kittens,
I felt nervous at first, they were smaller than me and it was not long and some milk, cat food and fresh sliced
meat was put in front of me. I was starving and could only eat a little bit at a time, I soon feel asleep curled up
with the two brothers.

We played happily together, there was plenty of people and a lot of music we had a lot of attention and the big
cats sniffed around us.

I felt safe and happy and enjoyed laying in my lady’s arms while she did her work then put back with the others,
the garden looked big and for a long time we were not allowed out.

Then I was taken to this place where other animals where and left for a while when I woke up I felt drowsy and
was taken home, a few weeks later we were all allowed out for short runs in the garden.

Snowy kept an eye on us and we all snugged up to her for attention, Tom the big black cat would play and father
us, we all grew quickly and was soon allowed out to run up and down the stairs, the house buzzed with fun, we
would chase each other and roll up the mat and attack it.

I love following Sandy around she is the one that steals the meat when our lady when she is not watching, and
swings off the doors, she has shown me all the hiding places her sister Possum is quiet and shy and at night we
all find our place near our lady.

We know when it is a special time of the year we get more treats and eat what our lady has which is extra
special, and she is with us more which we all love since we get more attention.

In the morning we all get pushed out the way by Spot one of the brothers he likes to get to the food first and
eats as much as possible, then this one morning he never turned up.

Our lady laid out his bloody body and we all knew we would not see him again, she constantly calls us in and
now the nights are getting dark and cold and the bangs in the air we all come inside where it is warm and cosy.

Fluffy a little black and white cat stayed for a while although she became very sick and disappeared, then a
tabby kitten older than us joined the household Princess, both us do not like using the tray and get into trouble
for pooing on the floor, we were put in the yellow cage for a while to teach us to use the trays.

I get scared when my lady tells me off, I poo more out of the tray when she yells at me, I love it lately I have been
very good and had plenty of cuddles and love.

Another cat has joined the household a male black cat, I enjoy his company he is very shy and hides a lot not like
Dusty and Tom who seek our lady’s attention all the time.
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I find I get more enjoyment out of teasing Socks she is a grey cat who dislikes other cat’s growls and hisses at
everyone, so I throw myself just out of reach roll around and tape at her when she hisses and growls at me I
swirl my tail around run down the stairs and back again, it is so much fun she gets so cranky.     

Socks spends a lot time in the loungeroom with Angel another black and white cat that spends time here and
somewhere else.

Another lady has moved in with two cats they have now settled in and we all play together except for the odd
spat, Ruby the mother of Sandy and Possum bosses the other cats around although lately they have been
getting on better.

I love my life it is full of fun and joy.

Did you know?

It has been known that a cat can last up to six days without water although be very dehydrated a kitten much
less time, it is important they are homed as quickly as possible.

Hi, I am Starmack, thank you for reading my story. 
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Hi, I am Blackie, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

I lived with my family since I was a kitten, I played with the odd toy mouse and slept a lot their was not much to
do I wandered into the garden when it was hot and sunny,   both the   lady and man feed me they did not pay
much attention to me then the man left leaving the lady on her own, this is when my life changed I was pushed
into a carrier, put in a moving item and was driven which seemed a long time, when the item stopped it was
dark.

The door opened, I was put on the grass and carrier shocked so I had to get out then the car left, I wandered
around in a daze, what has happened it is cold and fresh the grass is wet, where do I go?

I crossed the road to a big house went under the large trees behind some shrubs I felt warm in the morning I
noticed some food put out and ate when the other cats dissappeared, I walked along the roof, I noticed a lady
came down often, I meowed at her constantly, she took another cat up the street often.

She just told me I had a home, but I did not, I hung around and managed to get feed but I really wanted a home I
needed to feel loved again and I me owed constantly at her.
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Then I got the signal I followed her up the street she let me in where several other cats lived and I noticed they
where all happy, I was nervous the first night and me owed and clawed at the windows then I knew this is
where I wanted to be.

I kept following her until I managed to get in, I got feed like all the other cats, I felt nervous when she came to
me, she picked me up and patted me under the chin, it felt good and I soon found myself purring.

I noticed all the other cats on the bed, I soon followed, then I learnt that the bag the cats open in the front room
had delicious biscults so I soon stuck my head in like the rest, we get a variety of food and it is always good and
tasty.

I know our lady calls us all in at night because she cares and I love her for it, because I know she really wants me,
Snowy the big white goes for me every chance she gets, and our lady often tells her off, then their is  a cat that is
always cranky and goes for another cat, our lady quirts them with water and it soon quietens down.

I hate being washed and having my teeth done although I feel much better and I am not used to being cared for
in this way.

I get heaps of love and reassuring afterwards and the treats are always good.

I just watch all the other cats and often sleep in the conservatory where it is warm, I have found some warmth
and a safe hiding place in the closed cat bed.

I find Sandy and Possum a lot of fun, they get up to mischief when ever they can as well as the younger cats in
the household, at night it is often noisy with them running up and down and playing with each other.

Tom disapproved at first the other male cat he keeps loving our lady wrapping himself around her when she
has this thing to her ear, they are all happy except for Socks which I am weary of since she swipes at everyone
and growls with every cat that passes.

I spend most of my time here and down at the house I came from, looking out for Molly who will not come in
there is a kennel down the back of the garden and I guess she goes in their sometimes, I encourage her to go for
her food.

She tends to be timid and I notice the other cats picking on her so I look out for her, Snowy is also around and
she loves up to her. With the cold weather setting in I enjoy sleeping in the conservatory with the sun on me.

Did you know?
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Do cats have feelings and Emotions? Certainly, from speaking from experience, cats will shy and be timid when
they are dumped or even aggressive, when they are cared for properly they become very loving and their
personality changes, they also show a lot of graditute in their cat way.

They want to belong, in a large group of cats you see which ones are good friends, they remember like humans
do, and you can see this when something has happened they react in the same way.

Important that an animal is treated the right way and thought and care is taken these are living creatures with
a heart and brain.

Hi, I am Blackie, thank you for reading my story.

     

Hi, I am Butch, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  
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I lived in a house with children, I spent most of my time outside. I was fed and watered although my family did
not really bother with me, then they moved, and the boards where put up, I walked down the street until I
found a home that would accept me. I felt close to the man in the house there was one other cat a small female
tortoiseshell cat.

Then came two dogs, the dogs had plenty of food and treats, depending on the day us cats were fed some cat
biscuits and different food from the dogs, I did not like the tension in the house the girl was always yelling and
screaming so I spent most of my time outside on the garage roof.

Then I noticed a grey cat screaming at our door with its paw up in the air and was full of blood, the older lady
picked him up and took him away and he came back with a bandaged foot.

All three of us cats got on but we felt hungry most of the time and ate what was left over from the dogs.  When
the lady came over to see my man we would all go into the bedroom because we would all get heaps of love and
attention and she would bring us plenty of treats.

 Then Smoky the grey cat and I were put in a basket and carried to this home where several other cats lived, this
was hard at first. I felt I was an intruder and felt very nervous did not know where to put myself, I would
experience the odd swipe from the other cats.

Smoky and myself stayed in the room with our lady, we got plenty of attention, we had tasty food here, plenty
of tinned food and fresh ham, chicken and treats, both us did not feel hungry anymore, we were not allowed out
for some time and were introduced to the others.

Ruby the mother cat of Sandy and Possum who get into plenty of mischief like chasing each other or stealing
any meat that was ready to put in the fridge would make us unwelcome with hissing and staying in our way.

After some time, we were allowed out and I stayed out for a few days. There is a kennel in the back garden
which I slept in, the window of my lady’s room was often open, so I would just jump in.

I have found by standing my ground and not moving when Ruby growled at me she would start going
backwards down the stairs and all the cats have now accepted me, I often fight with Snowy the big white cat as
she is the boss of the house.

I find peace sleeping on my lady’s bed or under the bed and have recently started eating with the other cats,
Blackie the black cat pays no attention and often sleeps in the conservatory, Tom the other male cat who is boss
likes to rub himself up against the lady of the house.
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We all dislike bath time which happens every now and then and we all get our teeth cleaned and whenever we
need any attention the lady of the house makes sure we are looked after, the other lady that was here has
moved out and our pink room is no longer available we are in a smaller room which is easier to get in and out.

Even though there are many cats we are all loved and paid attention to, we have a big bag of biscuits in the
porch which we all help ourselves to, for the first time in my life I have not gone hungry and enjoy all the treats. 
Life is pretty good with all the comforts of our own bed and plenty of beds to sleep on and climbing items as well
as boards for our claws.

Smoky is still timid although recently he has been going downstairs for his meals and settled in with the other
cats but he still limps from the injury years ago.

Because Smoky is so nervous he pees or messes on our lady’s bed or items which makes her very cranky and
gets put outside often, when the lady who is head of the house comes home she calls all of us in, we know that
once we are inside we all get fed.

Did you know? 

Integrating cats is an art, I have found this out from having many cats that have been dumped.   They are as
individual as we are. In the beginning there will be stress until they settle and need human help since they are
territorial and do not like change generally.

Do not rush mixing cats together, I have a large cage which I let the other animals get used to then slowly bring
them together.  Eventually when everyone has their place in the home they will make friends and pair off and
play, once the unit has formed generally there will be a tight bond, it is important to keep harmony in the home.
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Hi, I am Smoky, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

I was purchased as a gift for a young family, the children played with me when I was a kitten and the man of the
house had a temper, so he used to yell at the women of the house, often the children and women would go away
for extended periods of time, I felt very nervous and scared and would run and hide.

I would pee and poo in the corner of the room and was often thrown outside for extended periods of time, I
would meow at the door and was often ignored, food and water were supplied at the door, I felt so lonely and
the night scared me with the lights and all the noise I knew I could not stay here any longer without getting
hurt.
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The man would push the women and the screaming and tension in the house I did not want to go inside, I was
in the back garden when I felt a piercing pain in my foot, I looked up to see this stick thing with little lead balls
and I knew then one went through my foot, I could see through my foot and it pained that much I could not put
my foot down, it was covered in blood.

I limped out of the garden and hobbled as much as I could down quite few homes until I came to this house with
another two cats, I sat on the stair and meowed and meowed.

The women came out and picked me up, the pain was so extreme I blacked out I woke up in this big place and
felt very dizzy, my paw had a white bandage on it and the pain had gone I felt out of it, a lot of time seemed to
have passed and then the lady picked me up and took me home.

The pain came back, and I learnt to live with the throbbing but as the days went by the pain got less and less I
could put my paw down although it does not support me, and I now have a limp.

There are two dogs here and they get lots of love and treats, the man in the house pays attention to us and we
eat whatever food is left over from the dogs, another woman has been visiting and she buys treats and food for
us, I often feel hungry I am too scared to me ow, because the other lady talks and screams, and this scares me a
little. 

The other cat, Butch, and I spend a lot of time outside and come in when we know we can get some food, Butch
meowed and was pushed swiftly out of the way, I feel I am in the way and think Butch feels the same.

Then this afternoon both Butch and I were put in carriers and taken to this other home, it was larger with
several cats, Butch and I lived in the pink room, when I get scared I pee and poo out of the tray provided and, on
the bedding, or carpet.

The pretty marked cat that is the mother of two sisters often goes for Butch and I, we both hide under the bed,
we spend a lot of time in the room. Finally, we have been let out and the food here is delicious we have cat
biscuits, treats and proper cat food.

I do not like bath time or having my teeth cleaned, although since we all smell the same the other cats are
accepting us more, the lady of the house calls all us in and we come in because we know we are going to get fed.

I am wary of people because I do not want to get hurt, somehow it is different here we get cared for and loved
and there are plenty of toys and beds.

Butch has been standing his ground and the  mother cat and sisters they seem to have accepted him more I
want a peaceful life and keep out of their way, I feel more at home and have ventured down stairs because I
know I will get some fresh chicken, lamb or ham and enjoy the treats.
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When Socks gets out of the loungeroom she goes for everyone, all the cats keep clear of her I only pee when I
am nervous, otherwise I feel happier than ever since the home is peaceful and has great gardens to play in.

I feel loved and know I am safe for the first time in my life and since the other cats are accepting us more and
more I feel more at home.

When my lady is not watching I steal her food and often get more goodies especially when I give that look and
hold my paw up.

 Did you know?

With pedigree cats because of their special breeding, with their personalities they need attention and need to
be managed otherwise there will be conflict.

Some cats will never get on, the difficulty is a more aggressive cat will intimate another cat and, in these cases,
you need to introduce them slowly and make sure they do not bully, this takes time with giving cats the
attention they need and treat all animals the same as much as possible depending on their likes and needs.

When the order in the house is found and over time cats will make friends and accept others.
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Hi, I am Angel now let me tell you about me and this is my story!   

As a kitten I was very small and loved snuggling up against my mother while the other kittens played,
suddenly, the door opened, and many faces appeared at me, I was swooped up by the lady and taken away. 

I found myself in a big house with a large garden which backed onto other homes I felt very lonely and before
long I was left outside, I got used to the different conditions and found the house behind me had a man and lady
who had another cat. I came for food and went to find shelter where ever I could.

There was plenty of old sheds with ferns and plant coverage as well as old glass houses which held the heat and
I soon got used to roaming, whenever I felt the urge the tom cats would come around and before long I would
feel the kicking of small feet and my body would expand every time I gave birth the kittens were taken from me
then I would hear a flushing noise and some squeals then nothing.

I was just over twelve months old and I felt the same as the previous times except this time I was not going to
let my kittens be taken I found an old shed which was a couple of houses down and hid under the old doors
where I kept my kittens they soon grew and came out to play.
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This other lady and the lady who feed me found them one by one they were taken hissing they were put in a soft
bed room enough for them and myself.

I knew this time they were safe, I went back to my home to find the house was empty no one about, I knew they
had left me. This did not concern me since I knew I would be fed and started to snuggle into the other house
where only one of my kittens was left which hissed at me in disapproval.  I noticed he has become very close to
his dad and they were inseparable I was taken to the house up the road.

There is so many cats here, and it is now winter we are all kept inside which I am not used too, the black and
white cats get on and love being around the lady of the house, Ruby the multi coloured cat I discovered is the
mother of Sandy the ginger cat and tort shell cat Possum who are sisters they are all close.

Sandy jumps in the above curtains, take the cold meat when she can and hides things or rips up any tissues
leaving a paper trail. Possum is quiet and reserved and likes to cuddle up at night.

Dustie the grey cat likes a lot of attention while Socks hisses all the time whenever a cat comes in we all try to
keep clear of her.

Snowy is the head of the household and all the cats go to her and rub against her she is a real mother figure.

When our lady is out the two that manage to get into the fridge and get lids off is the grey cat Smoky and
Sandy, there is often a sigh from our lady.

The times we all hate is when we are washed and have our teeth done although I feel much better afterwards
and when we manage to get out I roll in the dirt.

I live between the two homes and love it more in summer when we are out most of the time, I find soft chairs to
sit on and bask in the sun, the heat is great, and I feel real relaxed.

I was taken by my lady to this large place and felt dizzy, days have passed, and I have no more urges although I
have put on a lot of weight and instead of being slim I am round.

We all get heaps of treats at Christmas time we all have a range of foods put out for us new toys and cat treats
and drink, heaps of paper and attention it is great I have never had so much attention and I know I am cared for
and loved and show my appreciation with nudging my head and body against my person.

I feel very lucky these days because I now have two homes and when I do not want to be with many cats I
venture down the road I get feed mainly at the house I initially went to with the other cats that come here
when a car drives off and leaves a cat.
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 Butch one of the last cats to arrive joins me down the road he likes to stay outside in the summer and manages
to keep clear when we get treated for fleas or washed although eventually we all get done.     

Did you know? 

 A kitten can mature as young as 3 1/2 months which means they can fall pregnant, which last approximately 65
days, this means a female cat can produce 24 kittens in a year. 

Hi, I am Angel, thank you for reading my story.  

                Hi, I am Pepsi, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!   

I remember being a kitten and playing vaguely with my brothers and sisters, I was taken to my new home as
soon as we learnt how to use the litter tray and eat kitten food on our own and my mother by this time did not
want much to do with us.
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My new family had another two cats and I loved being with the young girl in the house, we all had our own food
bowls and drinking containers, I played with my new friends and enjoyed the company of the grey cat more
than the other fluffy cat.

I used to roll on my back and get a lot of attention and cuddle up on the bottom of the bed life was good I loved
sleeping in the sunny spots in the garden then suddenly everything changed, there were several boxes, and one
by one the other cats disappeared and never came back.

I heard many conversations over this thing on the wall and my human became very upset, then it was my turn I
was put in a cat carrier and taken to this other home with a large dog, I could not do anything I was so scared,
what would happen if this dog got me.

Then the door opened, and I was taken across the road and my human came in with me I was taken from the
carrier and put into a large carrier which I did not want to go, then I felt her tears drop on my head and they left.

I looked around there were other cats in this house, it seemed ages all the cats sniffed around the carrier then I
was let out, the big white cat Snowy was boss and most of the other cats looked up to her.

The full breed cat was the mother of the ginger and tortoiseshell cat they played happily together and the grey
and white cat with the black and white tom cat played together the little full black cat Molly rubbed herself up
against Snowy the white cat a lot.

The other black and white female cat Angel hid away a lot and stayed out of everyone’s way, I settled in and
was fed treats like the other cats there were plenty of biscuits, Sandy the ginger cat leads the group and opened
the bag every time it came, and we all tucked in.

We knew when a special time of the year was, we had all our favourites and our favourite liquor in our milk
which we enjoyed so much and at Easter time we rolled around on catnip Easter eggs, I really enjoy my new
home with people coming and going.

I love to lie on any item that the humans use and often get told off, then I would roll around on my back and
look real cute, so I get some more treats.

I have problems and find I am sick a lot so every now and then my human gives me horrible stuff which does
help me.
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I hate having my teeth and gums cleaned and when I get washed I give my disapproval meow, although I feel
great afterwards. I have a lot of favourite seats and spend a lot of my time sleeping and rolling in the sun, or
sitting on the table, after a while two kittens arrived and was put in the cage I was in then the next week a black
kitten arrived a little bigger than the other two they played happily together, a little while later another black
and white cat arrived, although she was only here for a short while she became very ill and was taken away and
we did not see her again.

Socks, a grey and brown cat, is always swiping at us, she does not like other cats and every time another cat
arrives she gets even crankier, another two black cats have moved in Blacky and another Angel, recently the
little black cat stays at the other house, Snowy often goes and keeps Molly company she does not come inside
any more. 

We all have our favourite places in the house and at breakfast time we all eat out of separate bowls one of the
black kitten pushes everyone out of the way, this morning he did not turn up.

Our human laid out his still body covered in blood and we never saw him again, the little white and black
female cat that fought with Ruby the mother cat has also left and never came back, the house feels different
without the other cats, but we soon adjust.

At night time, we all have our favourite places on the bed or near the bed of our human and some of us sneak
under the covers.

Then a small tortoiseshell cat arrives she is very naughty and poos everywhere our human gets very cranky and
has sectioned her in the large carrier to retrain her, although she still insists on using the carpet our human
tries and encourages most of the cats to stay outside in the day.

Then another lady moves in for a long time then another lady with another two cats, they keep in the bedroom
with their lady, just recently we have all started to make new friends with the other cats in the house, we have
found which cats we want to be with, we all look after each other even though some of us do not get on and
sometimes our human must intervene.

I have been fortunate, I have been well looked after and loved and I know I am one of the favourites because I
get a lot of attention and love.

Did you know?

That cat’s do not like change, they are creatures of habit and intensely dislike changes of any kind, even moving
furniture, they have memories like us, although cats do adjust, unlike dogs if a cat is very unhappy with change
it will sometimes find a new owner.
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If a cat gets stressed through change in circumstances, like another pet, new born, or move or a lot of anger and
upset in the house a cat will pee on furniture or poo in corners of the home to show his or her disapproval.

Sometimes this behaviour is to tell you they are not well and do not want to feel ill and this is the only way of
letting you know.

Hi, I am Pepsi, thank you for reading my story.

  

 Hi, I am Dusty, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!  

As soon as I was old enough my brother and I was given to a young couple as kittens we had a lot of fun our
people played with us and made sure we had plenty of food, the man of the house started to stay home a lot,
that is when everything changed, I had the urge and before long I felt different with my kittens moving in my
tummy. 

It was late in the evening it was starting to get dark my brother and I was put in a carrier in this moving item it
seems ages, then we heard the rumble stop and a door open the carriers where open and we were pulled out,
then we heard the sound and the moving thing leave.
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We did know this place, there was bushes and trees and these large places that people lived in, all we knew was
we need to get food and shelter, we found a piece of tin under some prickly bush and crawled under, the ground
was warm and curled up together and went to sleep.

I felt so sad and abandoned what had we done?

I knew life had changed, I felt the comfort of my brother and somehow knew it would work out, when the sun
shone through the small holes we both crawled out and went looking for food, there was a big place where all
he cats gathered and we found some food it was dry by now my tummy was starting to hurt and this took away
the hunger.

We crossed the garden and stayed in the back of this other big place, there was food here and another human
visited regularly, I felt the urge to give birth, so I found a wooden place where my kittens would be safe, I had
one large kitten and a smaller kitten.

I licked them and felt the heat through the window on my body while my kittens drank the milk from me, I
could get food and feed my kittens, I did not know where my brother was, I knew he was not far away.

Days went by and my kittens were getting big then I was taken away to a big place when they called Dusty I
was taken down a corridor and left.

When I came around the other human who visited a lot came and got me and took me to this other place I was
put in a very large carrier with water, cat biscuits and plenty of fresh food.

I was so worried about my kittens how can I get to them?   I was given these round things and I noticed my
supply of milk getting less and my nibbles shrinking, every time I tried to escape I was put back into the large
box.

I felt so tense and unhappy I knew the longer I was here the less chance my kittens had and all I could think of
was how they are starving and the pain they are going through and did not know if my brother could find them
or they would get attacked by other male cats.

Days had passed, and I was let out I found my little kitten first and she was so weak I knew I could not mother
her, and my fears was meet, I bit her neck and she went into a deep sleep I carried her to my new home, and
meowed in a high pitch manner, my human picked her up and reassured me and I did not see her again.

I could not find my other kitten at first, then I saw her lying still and a bird picked her up and dropped her in the
house I came from.
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I knew I would not see my kittens again and sadness came across me I did not know if I would see my brother,
there are other cats here and I felt so lonely.

I went outside and curled up in a corner in the sun, then I saw my human come in with my brother he had lost a
lot of weight he was fed and after going back a few times he finally stayed, we played together and nudge each
other with happiness to be back together.

I soon realised Snowy is the head of the house and together my brother and Snowy ruled, the young cats were
obviously Rubies kittens they nudged and played together like Tom and I, sometimes a little black cat comes in
Molly she is very shy. Ruby sometimes goes for her. It was not long another black and white cat joined the
house hold, then Socks she is so cranky and swipes at all the cats so we all keep our distance, then two little
black and white kittens were in the box I was in followed by another black kitten.

Starmack the last kitten to join the other two kittens likes to wind up Socks running around her and rolling
around just out of reach of her paw once she is growling he runs down the stairs or away and comes back for
more.

Sandy is the leader she steals what she can, and most of the cats follow her into as much fun as they can get
into, I just snooze, at night I like to lick my lady’s ears and face and snug into her, I love being close to my human
as much as possible.  I try to dig my way into every curve and snuggle up for a brief time.

Then one night there was some loud meow cries and we all knew something bad had happened for one of the
black and white kittens laid lifeless covered with blood, our lady is always calling us away from the main road
nearby.

Then a little torte shell coloured cat arrived princess settled in well and was soon cuddled up with the rest of the
cats, and every night Angel a big black cat is brought home at night, and it was not long before Blacky a black
cat like my brother Tom moved in.

We have now found our order in the household and we all have our favourite spots.

Then another human arrives with a grey cat and black and white cat, it took weeks before they were accepted in
with the rest of us, because of the number of cats, Socks gets even crankier she is happy when she is on her own.

I love my life, I have heaps of favourites and twice a year we all get special treats and more time with our
human we all get attention and now there is another human in the house we all get more love and pats, the
only down fall is when we get our teeth cleaned and bathed and flea, but I must say I do not feel itchy and my
teeth feel good they are smooth and not rough with substance.
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My brother and I show our lady heaps of appreciation, we always have plenty to eat and lovely beds to sleep on
as well as our own beds and clean trays, we get heaps of love and give heaps of love back.

Did you know?

Pecking order, do cats have pecking order some will say no, others will say defiantly yes, however from cats
becoming homeless and having more cats, every time you see the order change, like people some cats prefer
other cats and do not get on with others.  Over time they rearrange themselves, I have found a white large cat
called Snowy is the cat they all go too, she mothers everyone, some cats will be aggressive towards others
especially if there are pedigrees, if you consider the experience, what the cat has gone through and the genes of
the cat then the cat will act accordingly. These cats have become a pack and outsiders are not welcome, cats do
not forget they have very good memories and will demonstrate this. Socks was placed from home to home and
left outside to defend for herself struggling for food and fighting with other cats, she likes to drink from taps
and was not spaded left to have litter after litter and left in the cold, she has become aggressive when another
cat is near and has now a tumour because of the memories and trauma she has gone through.

Hi, I am Dusty, thank you for reading my story. 

Hi, I am Tom, now let me tell you about me and this is my story!   
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I lived a pretty good life for a while and my sister and I lived with a young couple and we were loved when we
were kittens, but as soon as the man of the house was home more often things changed a lot for us. My sister
had enjoyed a few toms and was expecting her kittens soon. 

Late one evening my sister and I were loaded into cat cages and put into the moving item. It seemed to go for
ever and we both meowed and meowed then we stopped and were dragged out of our cages and left on this
grassy path near some large buildings and we watched as the moving item disappeared into the distance.

I felt a lump in my throat not knowing what to do next. The cats in this area seemed well looked after and I
rubbed myself up against my sister to assure her we would be okay, although I truly did not know if this was
going to be the case. I felt nervous and frightened I was shaking with fear, how were we going to get food and
shelter.

My sister pushed me near some tin, it was warm underneath and at least we had some shelter for now, the sun
shone through the holes in the morning and I felt the heat on my fur. We both slipped out and ventured across
to the big house where some of the cats were.

We got some food and biscuits and we hide in the bushes We often felt hungry and my sister went off and came
back slim.  I did not know where her kittens were, but I saw her jump over the fence and go under some hedges,
but she came regularly and we played a little although the nights were getting cooler and the ground was
getting cold with it.

Then suddenly my sister disappeared.   I knew she would not just leave her kittens and days went by.   I felt
frantic as I was sure I would not see her again. I tried to find her kittens and looked under every hedge, then I
heard some faint meows and found them under some ferns cuddled up together. When I had some food, I did
not swallow it and took it back to the kittens, I licked them and looked over them, although they were getting
weaker.

Then my sister appeared she had lost some fur and by this time her kittens were very weak.

When Dusty my sister reappeared with a long scratch where the fur was missing the kitten was so weak from
no food when the mother cat picked up the kitten in her mouth it died instantly she then took the kitten in her
mouth to where she was staying for the week she then returned for her other kitten which was the larger one
of the two, a black white and ginger girl kitten, as she approached the bird picked the kitten up in its beck and
dropped the dead body next door at the house where my sister and I  initially stayed.

Then the lady from the other house picked me up and took me up to her house so my sister and I were back
together again. I felt her sorrow and was sad about the kittens, we both knew we would not see them again and
I could not help them with their suffering, my memory of their sad eyes and cries of hunger I found was hard to
bear.
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I snuggled up to my sister and went back to the house a couple of times, I was taken to this large place with
other animals and I felt uncomfortable for a couple of days afterwards. I knew I had found where I wanted to
be, I was loved with my sister and another cat Snowy who was clearly the boss of the house.

Ruby the mother cat of Sandy and Possum hissed at me at first, but when her kittens played with me I was
accepted in the household.

I usually spend my time sunning myself in the conservatory while Sandy gets up to as much mischief as she can,
she usually jumps on the phone when our lady is talking or knocks over any cup when jumping down.

Two more people came to stay with their three cats, and the house was tense for a while. We notice our lady
getting cranky a lot and most of us get out of her way. They have all moved on and another cat is brought across
and is staying her name is Pepsi she just lies around on her back and grabs as much attention as she can.

Then two small black and white kittens arrive they are taken upstairs and cleaned up, then the following week
a black kitten Star Mack. They play happily together and get a lot of attention, then another very small and
dainty little cat came along called Princess who was a little shy at first. Some of the other cats got less attention
which they didn’t like but they would make up for it at night when we all slept on our lady.

Then Blacky joined us from the house down the road, he kept meowing at our lady until she came for him she is
so kind. Molly who is a small cat does not come in anymore and spends most of her time at the other home.

Socks a grey female cat always swipes at everyone she is always cranky and since more cats have joined she has
really shown her disapproval.

Then another lady moved in with her two cats, and the order in the household now must change. Snowy and I
are still the head of the cats they go to Snowy for affection and play with me, I love playing with the light and
twist my tail and head and chase the dot everywhere.

When my lady is at her desk I rub myself up against her and cuddle her with my paws, I sometimes sleep on the
bed and put my head on hers and sleep with her.

I know if it was not for the love and attention both my sister Dusty and I and the other cats have found here we
would not have had a good life, but we have all made our friends and look after each other.

Sandy leads the way with getting into the biscuits and getting tops of saucepans, so we can all get the treats
earlier and if the fridge door is not closed properly we manage to get into the butter and other goodies before
our lady gets up.
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We love the fact our trays are always clean and when we need attention we get what we need to keep healthy I
have never had this sort attention before therefore I know I am loved.

When I climbed up the tree and could not get down all the humans came to my aid and when my lady goes out
she sometimes bring home fresh cooked chicken and different meats for us.

Christmas and Easter time is great we get lobster, chicken, prawns, different meats and our favourite drinks
and special chocolate and roll in the paper from our presents, we as a group manage to open our presents and
get the treats out when our lady is not watching.

I love being here so much and could not imagine living anywhere else. Life is interesting, in summertime there
are plenty of frogs, butterflies and birds to go for and then of course the evening nap in my favourite spots.

For a brief time, we had a black and white fluffy cat although she was not very well, and we enjoyed her
company for a brief time then one of the kittens Spot decided to cross the main road he had blood all over him
and all of us knew we would not see him again.

The only time I do not enjoy is when it is bath time, the water is different to rain drops that I enjoy, although my
fur is much lighter, and I feel refreshed afterwards.

I enjoy living with the family of cats, and I have plenty of treats and tasty food, these days I chill out in the
conservatory because it is lovely and warm, I enjoy cuddling up to my lady when she is at her desk.

Did you know?

Millions of abandoned and feral free‐roaming cats exist. Most of  these cats will suffer premature mortality
from disease, starvation, weather extremes, or trauma, or euthanasia. Negative impacts are not limited to the
cats themselves. Free‐roaming  abandoned and feral cats are non‐native predators and cause considerable
wildlife destruction  and ecosystem disruption, including the deaths of hundreds of millions of birds, small
mammals,  reptiles, amphibians, and fish. They also pose a threat to public health. Zoonotic concerns  include
viral diseases such as Rabies, Yersinia pestis, Franisella  tularensis, Campylobacter, Bartnella, Fungal , parasitic
and aids, and many other conditions.

 Hi, I am Tom, thank you for reading my story.
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  As kittens Possum and Sandy where cuties  that climbed curtains bent curtain poles and got into as much
mischief as they could and are today still as naughty.
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Brothers playing together, when the kittens reach twelve months old, Spot ran out onto the road and was  hit
by a car killing him almost instantly.
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Christmas Treats fun time of the year 
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